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This Thesis aims at evaluating and improving scheduling of jobs on Grid platforms composed of several parallel machines. The solutions we propose take into account the different levels of the platform. First, we aim at improving the global scheduling of the Grid by balancing the load among different clusters. From this point of view, we propose and evaluate different heuristics to dynamically schedule the jobs at the global level. Second, at a local level, we also introduce, compare, and implement in a grid middleware, numerous heuristics designed for a specific climatology application used to predict the climate for the next century.

This chapter presents the motivations of the Thesis and the general context. We introduce briefly different architectures of parallel and distributed computing such as the Grid, and detail problems that arise on such platforms. Hence, we describe the problems we tackle by discussing our objectives and contributions.
1.1 Motivation

Moore’s law states that the number of transistors on a chip approximately doubles every two years. It stays true up to now. Indeed, a modern coffee brewer uses a chip with more computing capabilities that the first space module that landed on the moon. The Apollo Guidance Computer used a processor running at an “astonishing” frequency of 2.048 MHz [100]. However, a fundamental change occurred a few years ago. Previously, a greater number of transistors was used to perform more computations on a single chip by increasing the clock frequency, lengthening the pipeline or adding new specialized operations. Nowadays, manufacturers tend to multiply the number of computing units on a single chip because physical limitations prevent them from increasing the frequency. Thus, it is not possible anymore to wait for a faster processor to solve a problem, but scientists and engineers have to rethink their methods and software to take advantage of the multiprocessing units.

Using multiple computing elements to compute in parallel is new for general public applications. However, parallel and distributed programming have been in use for many years in the context of solving large scientific problems. Scientists in different areas of expertise used it for decades. Meteorologists, physicists, climatologists, biologists, and even computer scientists need to perform complex simulations with bigger models becoming more and more accurate. The gain brought by the increase of transistors in processors was, and is, still not sufficient. Thus, computers manufacturers had to invent computers able to cope with the demands in processing power. They started by simply adding several processors in a single computer and then interconnecting different computers together to perform computations. As time passed, more and more computers were interconnected in order to create the Grid that interconnects geographically distributed resources, followed by the Cloud that gives the illusion of infinite resources, the last trend in distributed environments being “Sky Computing”, the interconnection of Clouds. The need of always having more and more powerful computers and faster software regrouped researchers to form the field of High Performance Computing (HPC).

In parallel platforms used in HPC such as clusters or parallel machines, computing resources are shared between multiple users that may be part of different institutions. It is thus very important to have smart mechanisms to accommodate all the jobs submitted by users and to share the available resources. Resources sharing is done with the help of queuing systems. Their role is twofold. The first role, referred to as mapping, is to manage resources, thus providing the jobs with an exclusive access to resources. The other role is to decide when to allocate the resources to a job. This second role is known as scheduling. It is usually done using space sharing techniques. Each resource is attributed exclusively to a job for a given period of time. Good management policies can provide great improvements on different metrics: maximum utilization of the platform, faster execution times, and better user’s satisfaction are objectives that are often considered by the HPC community.

Parallel machines used in HPC may not be sufficient to cope with really large applications. Hence, it is necessary to use different computing resources connected together through high performance network. The aggregation of resources is known as distributed computing. Distributed computing includes platforms such as Grids and Clouds. Grids
interconnect geographically distributed and heterogeneous resources together to take advantage of their overall processing capacity. Managing these distributed resources adds different software and hardware abstraction layers to the Grid. The different layers go from the simple computer to clusters or parallel machines and extend to the Grid which interconnects the different resources via high bandwidth networks. Each layer has its own management system and constraints, thus complicating the usage, monitoring and maintenance of the overall platform. Furthermore, each layer decreases the efficiency of the application. A computer is managed by an operating system, a parallel machine may be managed by a queuing system, and a Grid may be managed by a grid middleware.

A grid middleware is in charge of the execution of jobs that may come from different users. It maps jobs on parallel resources, where the jobs are then managed by a queuing system. The mapping and scheduling may be simple, using a simple round robin selection on all the distributed resources, or can be very complex using advanced scheduling techniques. The grid middleware also monitors the jobs and the resources in order to react properly in case of failure, or to take advantage of a change in the execution environment: new resources may become available or some may disappear. The grid middleware is also in charge of the data of an application. Indeed, the presence of certain data on a cluster may be mandatory for the execution of an application, thus the grid middleware has to make sure that data is available when needed. In the context of a Grid used by several users from different institutions, another role of a middleware may be to authenticate users to ensure that only the authorized persons can access private data.

The grid middleware is supervising jobs that can require some performance guaranties. Thus, it should take into account similar goals as the ones the HPC community defined for the usage of parallel resources. These goals include efficient mapping and scheduling strategies in order to maximize the platform usage or minimize the jobs’ execution time in order to improve user’s satisfaction. Thus, the grid middleware has to take into account different information coming from both the users and the platform monitoring, in order to provide good scheduling and management strategies. By aggregating all the different sources of information, the grid middleware must be able to manage jobs as efficiently as possible.

In the remaining of this chapter, we present some of the problematics arising when executing applications on distributed platforms shared by different users. With these problematics in mind, we describe the objectives that we aim to achieve in this Thesis, and our contributions. Then, we present the resulting publications of our contributions. We finish by an outline of the remainder of the Thesis document.

### 1.2 Problematics Related to Scheduling in Distributed Environments

As we introduced before, a grid middleware has to interact with queuing systems [82] deployed on each of the parallel resources such as supercomputers, or clusters of interconnected machines. In order to provide efficient scheduling decisions, a grid middleware should therefore be aware of the queuing system managing the parallel resources. Most
queuing systems give an exclusive access to a job for some time, and postpone the other jobs for the time being. Queuing systems allow multiple jobs to be executed concurrently on different resources if they require less than the total amount of available resources. Several metrics can be studied and used as points of comparison to determine the efficiency of the system. However they are often contradictory: improving one may cause another to worsen. Multi-criteria algorithms exist to take into account multiple metrics at the same time \cite{75} and find a trade-off between possibly opposite objectives. Each queuing system gives priority to the optimization of a specific metric \cite{80}. Knowing which metric is used, the middleware may be able to provide better results.

A grid middleware can base its scheduling decisions on several parameters. The amount of information provided by the users is thus a crucial point. With more information on the jobs to execute, scheduling decisions are expected to be better. However, providing all the expected data is hard, and in some cases impossible. For example, giving an estimation of the execution time of an application may not be possible when the final result does not depend on the size of input data but on the content of this data. Information used to perform the schedule can be an estimation of the execution time of the application with a number of processors used to run the application, in addition to the estimation of internal communications made by the application. The information can also be determined automatically \cite{52, 166}. If the user uses a grid middleware to connect to a remote cluster, the middleware may be able to fill up automatically all or parts of the information needed. Techniques such as data mining are used for this purpose.

Because scheduling is based on information given by the user or determined automatically by the middleware, it should be considered inherently wrong \cite{119}. Indeed, knowing or estimating precisely the execution time of an application in advance is usually not possible. It depends on many parameters, such as the number of other applications running on the resource on which it is executed, the available bandwidth, the type of processor used for the computations, the content of the input data, etc. Thus, scheduling decisions are based on wrong values \cite{129}. The way to compensate errors and change decisions that have been made is very important. An efficient middleware in a dynamic system should be able to provide good results, even when good scheduling decisions taken earlier are now proved to be bad scheduling decisions.

Usually, taking into account different clusters or parallel machines is hard because of the heterogeneity between the resources. The number of processors on each cluster can be different, the power and type of processors can change, the amount of memory on each computing element can also be different, and the operating systems may not be the same. Scheduling decisions made by the grid middleware should take into account all these parameters \cite{37, 90}. Dealing with software and hardware heterogeneity automatically is also a challenging problem. If an application requires a particular type of resource, such as a particular operating system, a simple mapping is often enough. However, trying to minimize the execution time of applications on heterogeneous platforms is known to be a very hard problem \cite{32, 69}.

Resources inside a cluster or a parallel machine are usually homogeneous and interconnected through a very high speed network. However, an application can be so large that it may need several parallel machines to run. Thus, it is necessary to obtain resources that can
be heterogeneous from different queuing systems at the same time. This problem, known as co-allocation [128], is challenging because it is necessary to have all the resources available at the same time on different clusters. Furthermore, connecting geographically distant clusters often implies the usage of slower networks. The execution time of the application can thus be greatly impacted. Dynamic solutions exist using co-allocation when necessary, but regrouping the execution on a single cluster if enough resources become available [131]. The middleware should be able to monitor the environment and change its decisions dynamically and accordingly to the new state of the platform.

Another common scheduling problem deals with DAG scheduling. Applications may be represented as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs). It represents the decomposition of the application in several tasks with dependency relations. A specific task can not start while all its dependencies have not been executed. This problem is also very well studied in the HPC community. Scheduling such applications is already a difficult problem, and the scheduling of several concurrent DAGs is also very common [61, 105, 134, 175], and even harder.

Some of the previous issues are assessed with generic solutions implemented in middleware [19, 150] able to adapt to different situations and able to deal with different queuing systems [27, 94] on clusters. However, the applications can also take part in the scheduling process. The application may be able to take advantage of some specific situations using internal knowledge to obtain a better scheduling [96]. For example, if the application knows the architecture of the platform, it can optimize its internal communications to have tightly-coupled part of the code close together. Another possibility is for the middleware to take advantage of the knowledge of a particular application. It may thus be able to provide a better scheduling. However, this solution is not generic because it serves only one application, or a class of applications. It is also possible for the application and the middleware to collaborate [38] by exchanging information. Communications between the two entities should lead to better results. If the application has different needs of resources over time, it can send an update of its need to the middleware that can find new resources to assess the needs of the application.

At the uppermost level, one may want to access different Grids, managed by different administrations, transparently. Accessing different Grids usually means accessing different middleware. Middleware have been developed independently and may thus not be compatible with other. Two research directions emerge from this need of compatible middleware systems. A short-term solution is the use of common interfaces, adapters, or gateways [169]. However, these solutions are only working between specific middleware because of the lack of standards. On a longer term, groups such as the Open Grid Forum\footnote{http://www.ogf.org} work on the development of new standards that can be used by different middleware thus providing interoperability [148].

## 1.3 Objectives and Contributions of this Thesis

The context of this Thesis is a Grid composed of several clusters, where clusters are interconnected through a high bandwidth network (WAN for example). Such architectures...
are very common in the Grid domain. As we previously stated, the management of the execution of jobs in such a distributed environment relies on the ability of the grid middleware to choose the appropriate resources, and to dynamically adapt to changes on the platform by modifying previous scheduling decisions. Because the multi-cluster architecture is common, we want to study the problem while keeping untouched the underlying parallel machines or clusters as well as their resource managers. We want to provide a software layer to manage jobs as efficiently as possible on top of the existing environment. By improving the jobs management, we hope to improve the overall efficiency of the platform. A better efficiency will enable the platform to execute more jobs for a given duration. If more jobs are executed, all the users should benefit from the gain, thus improving their satisfaction.

In order to manage resources efficiently, we propose different scheduling policies. We mainly focus on two scheduling problems in this context: the automatic reallocation of jobs in a Grid and the design of scheduling heuristic for a specific application.

The first focus of our work is to propose a generic solution to dynamically adapt to errors on runtime estimates given to resource management systems. As pointed out in the previous section, determining the runtime of a job can be very hard. Scheduling algorithms used by resource managers on clusters generally base their decisions on the estimation of the execution time. Thus, errors made on these estimations have a direct impact on the scheduling of the cluster. When a job finishes earlier than expected, the jobs after it in the waiting queue may be started earlier. This local change impacts the global scheduling decision made by the grid middleware. If new resources become available, jobs already in the system should benefit from them. In order to take advantage of this, we propose a reallocation mechanism to move jobs between clusters. In the architecture we propose, we use the grid middleware as an intermediary layer between clusters. It takes scheduling decisions regarding the assignment of jobs to cluster and automatically manages them once submitted to the local resources management systems of the clusters. By moving jobs between clusters, we hope to improve the global efficiency of the Grid.

We study the problem of reallocation in a multi-cluster environment with different kinds of jobs. First, we look at the reallocation of rigid jobs: the number of processors to execute a job is defined by the user prior to its execution. Many applications are configured to be executed on a predetermined number of processors. Secondly, we extend our study to moldable jobs: a moldable job can be executed on different number of processors, but once the execution starts, this number cannot be changed anymore. Typical parallel applications can take the number of processors as input parameters.

When a user submits a job to the grid middleware, the estimation of the runtime is determined automatically and the mapping of the job on a cluster is done dynamically. A job submitted through the middleware may be moved across the platform as long as its execution has not started. Concerning this reallocation mechanism, we study two algorithms. One algorithm tries to reallocate jobs by comparing their estimated completion time. When a job is expected to finish earlier on another cluster, it is moved there. The other algorithm cancels all waiting jobs and make the mapping again. Both algorithms are tested with different selection policies that choose in which order jobs should be reallocated. We use real-life traces of clusters and show the improvements that reallocation can bring on differ-
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ent metrics including the average response time. The response time is the duration that a job spent in the platform. Results on this part led to four publications in international and national conferences [C3, C4, C5, N1].

In our reallocation scheme, the scheduling of jobs is done at two levels. At the Grid level, jobs are mapped on parallel resources by the grid middleware. Then, jobs are managed by the resource managers to be scheduled on the resources of the parallel machine. In order to improve the scheduling of jobs in a slightly different context, we study the scheduling policies of a specific moldable application namely Ocean-Atmosphere. Our goal is still to maximize the efficiency of the platform, but in this case by minimizing the execution time of the application. To schedule it on heterogeneous clusters, the grid middleware is in charge of mapping the application on different clusters, and on each cluster, we develop specific scheduling heuristics to divide the available resources. The middleware solution can be deployed on top of existing clusters, without modifying the underlying architecture.

The second focus of our work is therefore to propose efficient scheduling policies to execute a specific application on a multi-cluster Grid. The application, called Ocean-Atmosphere, is an iterative parallel program used to simulate the climate evolution for the centuries to come. It is launched several times in parallel in order to study the impact of parameters on the results. Our goal is to minimize the total execution time of the application with different parameters by taking advantage of the parallel and distributed architecture. Our objective is also to implement the best heuristics in a grid middleware so that climatologists can perform real experiments on the Grid. With the use of our implementation maximizing the performance, climatologists can have more results to study.

Thus we need to design efficient scheduling policies. Therefore, we start by defining a model of the application to represent it as a DAG. Then we formulate different heuristics so as to execute the application on a single cluster. The heuristics divide the processors into groups, and each group executes an instance of Ocean-Atmosphere code. The size of the groups of processors is chosen to obtain the minimum overall execution time. With these heuristics, several instances of the application can be executed in parallel on a cluster, and using the model enables us to obtain an estimation of the duration needed to execute these instances of the application which can be used to submit for batch submissions.

With the estimations of the execution of several instances of Ocean-Atmosphere on a cluster, the middleware can split the instances of the application to execute them on several clusters. The split is done using the estimations and it minimizes the total execution time. The approach is a greedy one, so that the scheduling phase is fast.

The different scheduling policies at both levels are compared using simulations. Heuristics obtaining the minimum execution time have been selected and implemented within the DIET GridRPC middleware. In order to validate our model, we compare the estimations and the real execution times obtained with real-life experiments running on GRID’5000, a research Grid deployed in France over 9 sites. This implementation is also freely available and can be used by climatologists using Ocean-Atmosphere to run large experiments in Grids. Results on this topic lead to two publications in international conferences [C1, C2] and a poster presentation in an international workshop [P1].
1.4 Publications

Our work has been published in several international and national conferences with reviewing committees. More detailed versions of the submitted work were published as INRIA and LIP research reports\(^2\).

**Articles in international refereed conferences**


**Articles in national refereed conferences**


**Posters in reviewed international conferences**


**Research reports**

\(^2\) We only present the references for INRIA reports, as LIP reports are identical.
1.5. Organization of the Thesis

The rest of this Thesis is organized as follows:

– Chapter 2 presents the necessary background to the correct understanding of this document. First, it describes the evolution of the High Performance Computing systems. Then, the chapter introduces scheduling solutions that can be applied at different levels in a HPC platform. Finally, the chapter describes different tools and platforms used by researchers and scientists to execute experiments in Grids.

– Chapter 3 presents the approach we developed for the task reallocation in heterogeneous Grid environments. We study task reallocation across multiple homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters. We realize this study on two types of parallel tasks: rigid applications as well as moldable ones. We propose a solution at the middleware level to automate the execution while improving the average execution time. We compare different reallocations heuristics with different policies using simulations on real-life workload traces.

– Chapter 4 presents the study of the execution of Ocean-Atmosphere over the Grid. We propose different heuristics to schedule a climatology application on a cluster. We then extend this work by presenting an algorithm to execute the application on an heterogeneous Grid by reusing the heuristics developed for the clusters. We evaluate the heuristics by simulation, and we propose a real implementation of the best heuristics in a middleware. We also compare the simulations with real-life experiments.

– Chapter 5 concludes the Thesis. It summarizes the contributions, gives some final thoughts on the work, and possible future works.
This chapter aims at presenting the necessary elements to fully understand the achievements of the Thesis for both results around task reallocation and the ones on scheduling for Ocean-Atmosphere. These two studies have the same experimental contexts and the solutions designed for both problems have similar architectures.

This chapter starts by a brief overview of the evolution of the computing resources made available to scientists. First, resources were just simple multiprocessor machines, and they evolved to clusters and parallel machines, then to Grids and they continued towards Cloud and Sky Computing platforms. Then, we introduce scheduling and we present scheduling problems that arise at different levels in a Grid environment. Finally, we present Grid platforms and different tools used in this Thesis: we worked with batch schedulers, middleware, and simulation toolkits.
2.1 Parallel and Distributed Computing Architectures

Understanding the evolution of parallel and distributed architectures helps to understand better the problems related to scheduling on parallel machines and distributed environments. To execute parallel applications, manufacturers had to provide adequate hardware to scientists. The solution they provided is to put an increasing number of computing elements in computers. A computer embedding more than one computing element is said to be a parallel machine. When it is not possible to increase the number of computing elements in a single machine, several distributed parallel machines are interconnected. This hierarchical structure reflects the way scheduling is done in parallel and distributed environments.

In this section, we give a brief tour of existing architectures, going from the simple multiprocessors computers, to supercomputers, leading to distributed environments such as Grids and Clouds. Each kind of architectures extends another to reach a larger computation capability. Therefore, we present the hierarchical structure of the different platforms.

2.1.1 Multiprocessor Computers

The first category of parallel machines are Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) computers. A computer enters this category if all the computing elements share the same data using a single main memory and if all the computing units are managed by a single operating system. Figure 2.1 represents the architecture of a SMP computer. Most modern operating systems are able to take advantage of this architecture [151].

![Figure 2.1 – The SMP architecture.](image)

SMP architectures are well adapted to run small scale parallel applications. Each thread or process can run on a computing unit while all processes have access to the same data through the main memory. The application benefits of the parallelism as well as the avoidance of context switching inherent to the execution of several application in monoprocessor architectures. However, programming on an SMP architecture requires other paradigms [97] than just simple sequential development and thus makes the programming more difficult. Higher level APIs such as OpenMP [68] are aiming at reducing the difficulty of programming of such platforms.
2.1. Parallel and Distributed Computing Architectures

Having a single memory space enables easy data sharing among the computing elements. However, the processing units are able to process data faster than the memory can store and distribute it. With the increase in processing speed, the memory accesses were not able to keep up with the demands of the computing elements. Thus, on such platforms, the number of processors that can be used is limited. To cope with this bandwidth limitation, new architectures were developed.

To overcome these limitations, Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) computers were developed. The bandwidth required by the memory and the buses to transfer the data fast enough to the processors is not attainable in practice, thus NUMA introduces distributed memory access [26]. Several memory banks are connected to different processors in a hierarchical manner, but every processor can access all memory through a fast communication link. Figure 2.2 schematizes this distributed memory.

![Figure 2.2 – The NUMA architecture.](image)

Each process has access to all memory. However, depending on the data location, the time needed to gather the data locally may vary a lot. Important latencies may arise if the data is located on another memory bank.

Programming NUMA architectures may be harder than SMP. To obtain maximum performance, the user may want to manage the data location in memory himself [133] which increases programming difficulty. However, the main operating systems (Linux¹, Windows², Solaris³, . . .) support NUMA architectures, so it is possible to program applications as if it was on a SMP computer but without taking advantage of data localization in memory.

2.1.2 Clusters

A cluster of computers represents a group of different computers tightly coupled to work together [39]. Each computer in a cluster is known as a node and is managed by a

---

³ [http://hub.opensolaris.org/bin/view/Community+Group+performance/numa](http://hub.opensolaris.org/bin/view/Community+Group+performance/numa)
single operating system that may not be aware of its belonging to the cluster. A node in a cluster is usually a SMP machine. Figure 2.3 presents a usual view of a cluster.

![Architecture of a cluster](image)

Clusters do not possess a central memory easily accessible by all the processes. However, some clusters use distributed file systems such as NFS, but this kind of solution may be very slow. From the application point of view, the memory accesses between the different nodes are left to the programmer of the parallel application. For example, the most common way used by programmers to transmit data between nodes is the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [98]. This standard API provides different communication methods to send or ask for data across different processes distributed among the nodes. Another well known communication library is the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [93].

A cluster is a grouping of independent computers. Thus it is cheaper (initial cost and maintenance), more extensible, and more reliable than a multiprocessor server. Indeed, if a node fails, the rest of the cluster continues to work properly. Furthermore, a cluster is far more extensible than a single computer. Nodes are not aware of each other, so it is theoretically possible to add as many as possible. Some clusters can reach several thousand computing nodes.

### 2.1.3 Supercomputers

Supercomputers are computers at the cutting edge of technology – at the time of their construction – designed to perform large computations. Early supercomputers from the 80’s embedded between four and sixteen processors. This number keeps growing since then and can now reach a few hundred of thousand cores. A general ranking of super computers is kept in the Top500 [17]. This ranking is done according to the floating point operations per second (FLOPS) achieved by supercomputers. In June 2010, the fastest computer is the Cray Jaguar with a peak performance at 1.759 PFLOPS attained with 224,256 cores.

To reach such a high number of processors, modern supercomputers are mostly tightly coupled and highly tuned clusters. Communications have a very important role in such machines, so complex network topologies are deployed to reach the best performance. For
example, the Blue Gene/L supercomputer uses a three-dimensional toroidal network for communications [18].

Supercomputers operating systems in the Top500 are dominated by Unix-like systems as shown in Figure 2.4 taken from WIKIPEDIA 4. We can see that Unix or GNU/Linux have kept more than 90% of the share since 1994.

![Figure 2.4 – Operating systems used in Top500.](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Operating_systems_used_on_top_500_supercomputers.svg)

Supercomputers may be specialized to excel in one domain. It is done by providing specific hardware chips to solve a given problem. The most famous example of a specialized supercomputer is Deep Blue [42]. It was manufactured by IBM and was specially designed to play chess. It was able to beat Garry Kasparov in a game in 1997.

While supercomputers are well adapted to solve large problems, their cost is very prohibitive. The hardware itself is very expensive, but the maintenance is even more. It is not unusual to build an entire building to hold a supercomputer. This building should be able to sustain the power needs of the machine as well as providing the appropriate cooling infrastructure required to avoid overheating. Because of this, only large institutes and companies can afford supercomputers.

---

2.1.4 Grid Computing

In order to enable institutes with limited financial resources to use large computing power, the aggregation of distributed and heterogeneous resources is necessary. Foster and Kesselman defined the term of Computational Grid in [87] to represent this distributed architecture. This name comes from an analogy with the electrical power Grid where anyone has access to electricity without knowing its provenance. In Computational Grids, the electricity is replaced by the computing resources available such as processing power or storage.

In its first definition given by Foster and Kesselman, the Grid was described as “a hardware and software infrastructure that provides dependable, consistent, pervasive, and inexpensive access to high-end computational capabilities.”. This infrastructure is owned by multiple organizations and there is not a single entity controlling the entire Grid.

While the Grid was defined as a aggregation of resources owned by different organizations, the first definition was unclear about resource sharing policies among organizations. Thus, the definition was extended by the authors in [88] to address this issue by introducing the concept of Virtual Organization (VO): “Grid computing is concerned with coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations.”. A VO is the grouping of several individuals and/or institutes sharing the same rules and resources. All members of a VO should be able to directly access resources transparently even when the physical computer is owned by another member in a distant location.

In [85], Foster summarizes the three main points an architecture must have to be considered as a Grid. Thus, a Computational Grid is a system that:

1. “coordinates resources that are not subject to centralized control . . .
2. . . . using standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces . . .
3. . . . to deliver nontrivial qualities of service.”

In the HPC community, Grids are often multi-cluster Grids [104, 123]. The multi-cluster setup is the interconnection of parallel machines or clusters through high speed wide area networks as presented in Figure 2.5. In the case of multiple institutions belonging to a single VO, a common practice is for each institute to provide one or more clusters. Each cluster may be managed with different software and scheduling policies. However, the access to any resource is done in a transparent manner with the help of a middleware or with the use of standard APIs. Thus, in this context, the multi-cluster Grid already responds to the three points enumerated above.

The multi-cluster approach is very common in the HPC world, however, there are also other kinds of Grids. The Desktop Grid [116] is also commonly used. The concept behind this kind of Grid is to use the processing power or storage of simple desktop computers all around the world. The power of Desktop Grids come from the number of available computers [160]. Desktop Grids are not fit to run HPC applications because of high latencies and low bandwidth between hosts. However, they are well fitted to run parameter sweep applications with little input/output.
Even if the cost of Grids is lower than supercomputers, it still does not enable individuals or small industries to obtain large resources for a reasonable price. Indeed, to be part of a VO, it is usually mandatory to make available additional computing resources to this VO. Maintaining available resources is still expensive and requires time and qualified people. Deploying and executing an application on a Grid is also quite complicated without being part of a VO.

2.1.5 From Cloud Computing towards Sky Computing

Cloud Computing shares part of the vision of Grid Computing [21]. It aims at reducing the costs of computing and thus enables more users to perform computations. While they share a common vision, Clouds and Grids are different in other aspects [89]. Contrary to Grids, Clouds resources can be accessed on-demand for any amount of time with the illusion of an infinite amount of resources [22]. Furthermore, unlike most Grids, some Cloud architectures let users deploy their own operating systems using Virtual Machines to have a total control on their environment.

Clouds offer different level of services. At the uppermost level is the Software as a Service (SaaS) paradigm. Services are on-demand applications that can be accessed through the Internet. A typical SaaS example is Animoto [2]. It provides an easy way to make animated montages of pictures just by uploading them. Clouds also offer Platform as a Service (PaaS) to deliver programming and execution environments. Popular PaaS are the Google’s App Engine [4] and Microsoft Azure [6]. Finally, at the lowest level, Clouds may offer the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) where users have access to the execution environment through Virtual Machines. Amazon [1] and Nimbus [110] are a well-known IaaS solution. Cloud offer many services, therefore they are sometimes referred to as XaaS: “everything as a service” [120].
In the beginning of Clouds, they were mostly used for simple sequential applications, but recent evolutions enables the HPC community to run parallel applications in the Cloud [77]. Cloud providers such as Amazon with the EC2 [1] (Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud) platform propose new services and new infrastructures. It is now possible to rent high-speed clusters with the “Cluster Compute”\(^5\) instance of EC2 and run HPC applications with good performance comparable to the ones obtained with supercomputers.

The first Cloud providers were renting the computing power of their main servers while they were idle. Indeed, in order to support bursts, companies buy the necessary resources, but they stay idle most of the time. Each company had it’s own internal way of managing resources, and their own middleware, thus several solutions evolved in parallel without being compatible [145]. Therefore, accessing multiple Cloud platforms is challenging for the users.

In order to solve the interoperability problems, researchers are now working on Cloud federation, also known as Sky Computing. Sky Computing [111] is to Clouds what Computational Grids are to supercomputers on another scale. If Grid Computing is the aggregation of distributed heterogeneous resources, Sky Computing is the aggregation of distributed heterogeneous Clouds. The development of Sky computing will provide the transparent access between Clouds that the Grid brought between parallel machines.

In order to have different Clouds compatible together, standards are being developed [146]. However, the development of standards is long and difficult, therefore, while the standards are in maturation, users develop software compatible with multiple Cloud platforms [41]. These problems are the Cloud equivalent of interoperability problems between grid middleware, where each middleware has its own API, introduced in Section 1.2.

### 2.2 Scheduling in Parallel and Distributed Environments

The previous section presented the different architectures on which users can run parallel applications. Because platforms may be shared by multiple users and applications, applying scheduling strategies is necessary. Indeed, each application tries to use the resources without consideration for the others, therefore leading to a somewhat chaotic system. The hardware architectures presented in Section 2.1 are more or less hierarchical. Each architecture re-uses a simpler one and extends it to provide higher level of scaling. Larger platform size allow users to use more resources, however it also complicates the scheduling by adding more layers to manage.

This section introduces the scheduling problematics and present different levels of scheduling. Scheduling is already done by the operating system in a simple mono-processor machine to choose which program to execute. Scheduling of applications by the operating system is a research topic by itself so we do not look at this aspect. We are interested in the scheduling of multiple applications in parallel and distributed environments. Therefore, we look at job scheduling on clusters or parallel machines as well as on Grids in different contexts.

---

2.2. Scheduling in Parallel and Distributed Environments

2.2.1 Scheduling Basics

Job scheduling in parallel and distributed environment is a well known and studied problem in High Performance Computing [71, 79, 109, 172]. For simplicity, we use scheduling to describe both job scheduling and mapping. Thus, a scheduler is in charge of choosing where and in what order applications may be executed. The scheduling of applications may greatly change the performance of the system. Therefore it is important to take good scheduling decisions. However, while this description is simple, the problem of scheduling is known to be NP-complete in most cases [92]. Thus, most scheduling algorithms use heuristics.

In the field of HPC, different kind of applications are used. They can be sequential, as well as parallel, using several resources concurrently. Parallel applications can be rigid, moldable or malleable [82]:

- **Rigid** applications have been designed to be executed on a fixed number of processors that can never change. A video player can have a thread dedicated to video decoding and one for audio. This type of applications also come from bad software design where the developer only designed the application for a particular environment.

- **Moldable** applications can be executed with different number of processors, but once the execution started, this number can not change. Usual MPI programs take a list of resources as input parameter and are executed on these resources.

- **Malleable** applications are the most permissive ones. The number of processing elements used by the application can be modified “on the fly” during its execution. This kind of applications is often an iterative application where the number of processors can be changed at the beginning of each iteration.

Tasks can sometimes be scheduled independently [158], but because of the complexity of most HPC applications, they are often represented as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) [130, 138]. In a DAG, nodes represent computing tasks and edges correspond to data dependency between the tasks. A correct schedule for a DAG is one that does not violate data dependencies between tasks. It can be obtained by executing the tasks in a topological order of the graph. Tasks composing a DAG can be simple sequential ones as well as complex malleable tasks [121], therefore obtaining parallel tasks that can be executed in parallel. This kind of parallelism is called mixed-parallelism [135].

Parallel applications executed in distributed environments are often simulations of some phenomenon. Because simulating a model is not 100% accurate, researchers often perform numerous identical simulations trying all possible, or a very large number of, input parameters. This method is referred as parameter sweep [64, 70]. All the tasks are identical from an abstract point of view, therefore it is possible to design special purpose scheduling heuristics for this kind of problem. If several parameter sweep applications are executed on the same platform at the same time we refer to them as bags of tasks [132, 171] where each bag contains an homogeneous set of tasks to execute.

All these different representation and grouping of tasks lead to different designs for scheduling heuristics. Of course, it is possible to mix all of the categories described above and have to schedule multiple bags of tasks represented by DAGs composed of sequential, rigid, moldable, and malleable tasks.
2.2.2 Online and Offline Scheduling

As we presented earlier, the scheduling can be done in different contexts. It is possible to try to schedule independent applications, bags of tasks, or DAGs. This categorization depends on the tasks to schedule themselves. Another possible categorization is the context in which the tasks are scheduled. If all the jobs to schedule are known at schedule time and all the information about the tasks is also known, we can apply sophisticated heuristics (optimal algorithms usually exist but are far too slow to be used in practice) that should give good results. However, if jobs arrive continuously, the scheduling algorithm does not know the future. Therefore, with less knowledge, results are expected to be less good.

Online scheduling [23] describes a scheduling context where jobs may arrive over time. This is usually the case in clusters or Grids where users submit independent jobs over time. Usual online scheduling algorithms schedule jobs as soon as they arrive so it takes only one job into account. The decision taken at this time is done using some heuristic, and even if the decision is the best (according to the heuristic) when taken, it may prove to be wrong when other jobs arrive later. Because the scheduler only treats one job at a time, it is usually very fast to take a scheduling decision for the job.

Offline scheduling [101] refers to a context where all information about the jobs is known prior to scheduling. The scheduler can thus take into account the arrival dates, the durations, or any other parameter. Therefore, the scheduler is able to produce the optimal schedule, which was not possible in an online context. This kind of scheduling problem arrives when a user submits a set of identified jobs, as it is the case when a bag of tasks is submitted for example. However, obtaining an optimal schedule in an offline context is very long, therefore, even in offline contexts, heuristics are used. However, these heuristics are slower than online heuristics because they have more information to take into account, but they can make supposedly better decisions.

It is possible to mix the two kind of schedulers. For example, in an online context where jobs arrive over time, it is possible to keep new jobs in a queue for some time and use an offline algorithm when enough jobs are present. This dynamic online scheduling tries to take advantage of the maximum knowledge each time to obtain better results. However, the scheduler must decide how long to wait before performing a schedule, or how many tasks to receive. Taking these decisions is also a very hard choice. If the scheduler holds the tasks too long, the additional waiting time will not be compensated by a better schedule. On the other hand, it is also possible to use an online heuristic when all the jobs are known in advance. This can be done to have a faster execution time for example.

2.2.3 Evaluation of a Schedule

Because heuristics are used to obtain schedules of jobs, it is necessary to study their performance by comparing the different results. The comparison is done on different measurements of the resulting schedule. Each measurement gives us one metric to perform the comparison. Usual scheduling heuristics try to improve one metric, but more advanced techniques can mix different metrics together and try to optimize a multi-criterion problem [72, 113]. Comparing different heuristics may be difficult because they can only be
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comparing in the same context in order to have sound results.

2.2.3.1 Real Execution vs. Simulation

In order to obtain sound results, comparisons must be done on the same set of tasks to be scheduled on the same platform. The only difference must be the heuristic used. Therefore, a common practice for researchers is to simulate the behavior of their heuristics with the help of a simulator. A simulator is a software attempting to mimic the behavior of a system by executing models of the reality. To change the behavior of a simulator, it is just necessary to change the model or the input parameters of a model, therefore the simulation environment is entirely controlled.

Reproducing results is not possible in a real distributed environment. There are always some uncontrolled parameters that may change the executions between two apriori identical experiments. Therefore, by using a simulator where every aspect is controlled, researchers are able to perform numerous simulations with the ability to reproduce results. In order to compare several scheduling heuristics, having a fully controlled environment make it possible to compare the heuristics in exactly the same conditions. Simulation results are only depending on the heuristics, without any external influence.

In computer science, it is not possible to stop users from submitting jobs in a production environment just to test a new scheduling heuristic. It is necessary to evaluate, optimize, and ensure the correctness of the heuristic before deploying it in the scheduler of the production environment. Researchers from other scientific fields have similar practical issues: It is not possible to make hundreds of planes crash to see if a new design of wings works properly. A reasonable approach is to validate the new design by performing simulations and only then test it in real life.

However, because simulations use models of reality, it is necessary to use a simulator with accurate models so that results are as close as possible to reality. Better models provide better results. However, they become more complicated and longer to simulate. Simulating a distributed environment where network contentions are not represented is faster than using a model taking it into account, however, the results may be very wrong if the communications are important for the simulations. The choice of the model is very important depending on the experiments that are done. We can also cite the example of a meteorological model that predicts the weather very accurately but that takes more time to simulate than just waiting to see the weather. Nobody would use this model because it is too slow. It is thus necessary to find a compromise between model complexity, execution time of the simulation, and accuracy.

2.2.3.2 Metrics

Scheduling heuristics are designed and often compared using simulators. Because of the reproductability of simulations, researchers can run a single experiment several times and compare the heuristics on different metrics. Depending on the context, some metrics may be relevant or not.

Makespan: The makespan [80] is probably the most used metric in job scheduling.
It corresponds to the total duration needed to execute all the jobs of a workload: it is the difference between the last job completion time and the first job start time. The makespan is used when all the jobs are known before giving the schedule in an offline context. For example, when scheduling a bag of tasks. It can also be used in online contexts where the last job is submitted long before the end of the execution. However, if the makespan depends on the last arrival date, there is no justification for its use. When scheduling heuristics are based on the makespan, they try to minimize it so that all the computations are finished as soon as possible. The makespan is not influenced by the order in which jobs are executed. Only the first job to start and the last job to finish are used.

**Throughput:** The throughput \([80]\) of a system corresponds to the amount of work done during a period. When a continuous flow of jobs have to be executed, maximizing this metric will ensure that the maximum work is done at each step. Throughput is used extensively in steady-state scheduling where a continuous flow of identical jobs arrive \([28]\). It can also be used in an online context where the scheduling heuristic tries to maximize the throughput each time a new job arrives or finishes. Maximizing the throughput of a system will ensure that it was not possible to make more work during this period.

**Stretch:** The stretch \([31]\) of an application is defined as the ratio of its time spent in the system over its duration in a dedicated mode, i.e., when it is the only application executed on the platform. Because the stretch only takes one job into account, the stretch can be optimized on both online and offline contexts. It is possible to minimize the average stretch so that the system executes jobs faster. Another usual objective is to minimize the maximum stretch, thereby enforcing a fair trade-off between all applications \([32]\).

**Energy:** The energy consumption \([170]\) is a metric aiming at diminishing the energy consumption of computations. This metric is always used in multi-criterion optimization problems, otherwise all the jobs would be scheduled sequentially on the most energy efficient machine. Studies have proposed scheduling heuristics optimizing makespan and energy and have obtained a similar makespan while consuming less electric power \([25]\).

**Scheduling time:** Scheduling techniques are employed to improve some of the previous metrics. Therefore, the time taken by the scheduler to obtain a schedule should be taken into account when comparing heuristics. If the goal is to minimize the makespan of an application, it would be very bad if the time to obtain this schedule was so great that it would actually take longer than using a very simple, but fast, heuristic obtaining a bad schedule. Thus, the execution time and theoretical complexity of the heuristics is also a very important metric to consider during the design of scheduling heuristics.

### 2.2.4 Scheduling on Clusters

Multitasking operating systems are able to execute several tasks at once by allocating resources to the different tasks for very short period of time. This method is called *time sharing* because applications share the resources in turn. This strategy can be applied in clusters as well \([95, 174]\). However, using a time sharing policy with high performance parallel application generally leads to very poor performance. Indeed, switching between applications has a cost, therefore it is usually better to execute applications one after the other. Furthermore, two applications with large memory requirements may not be able
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to run concurrently on a single machine of the cluster. For these reasons, schedulers in clusters usually use a space sharing policy where each application has a dedicated access to the resources for a given period.

Therefore, in order to execute a job on a cluster, users must submit their job to a batch scheduler \([24, 81]\) that gives a dedicated access to the resources for some time. Batch schedulers keep a Gantt diagram of the resources. One axis of the diagram represents the machines and the other axis corresponds to time. When a job is submitted, the batch scheduler looks for a place where the application can be executed. Therefore, finding a schedule is equivalent to finding a tiling of this 2D plane, where the plane represents resources availability over time and tiles represent jobs. Thus, submissions of jobs must include a description of their requirements: the number of processors needed as well as their duration. Most schedulers are only able to schedule rigid tasks.

Giving the duration of a job before its execution is usually impossible, therefore a walltime is provided. The walltime of a job is the expected duration of the job. Batch schedulers use this information to perform the scheduling. If the walltime is underestimated, jobs are usually killed, so the users give an overestimation of the expected execution time.

Let us now list some of the most commonly used algorithms in batch scheduling:

**First-Come First-Served (FCFS)** \([153]\) is the simplest scheduling algorithm used in batch scheduling. This algorithm schedules all incoming jobs at the end of the waiting queue. Figure 2.6 illustrates this process.

Whenever a job finishes before its walltime, FCFS compresses the scheduling of jobs present in the system. To compress the schedule, the jobs are resubmitted in their submission order and can use the newly available resources. Therefore, the jobs can only start earlier than decided on submission, but they can not be delayed by jobs arriving after them.

**Conservative Backfilling (CBF)** \([129]\) tries to take advantage of empty spaces present in the waiting queue. Instead of just looking at the end of the queue for free processors, CBF looks in the whole queue and tries to schedule the job in an empty space (Backfilling). A job can only be backfilled if the schedule of jobs already present in the system is not modified (Conservative). Figure 2.7 illustrates the process of backfilling. The new submitted job passes in front of a job already present in the queue, but does not delay it.

![Figure 2.6 – First-Come First-Served example.](chart)

**Figure 2.6 – First-Come First-Served example.**

**Conservative Backfilling** (CBF) \([129]\) tries to take advantage of empty spaces present in the waiting queue. Instead of just looking at the end of the queue for free processors, CBF looks in the whole queue and tries to schedule the job in an empty space (Backfilling). A job can only be backfilled if the schedule of jobs already present in the system is not modified (Conservative). Figure 2.7 illustrates the process of backfilling. The new submitted job passes in front of a job already present in the queue, but does not delay it.
When a job finishes earlier before its walltime, CBF compresses the rest of the schedule. To compress the schedule, jobs are resubmitted by increasing start time instead of using the submission order as in FCFS. Because of backfilling, if jobs were resubmitted in their submission order, some may be delayed \[129\]. Therefore, as for FCFS, jobs can never start later than when it was decided during the submission of the job.

![Diagram](image1.png)

**Figure 2.7 – Conservative Backfilling example.**

**Aggressive Backfilling (ABF)** \[78\] is a variant of CBF. When a new job arrives, the algorithm looks for free processors in the queue as soon as possible. If the job can be scheduled on these processors, it is backfilled without regarding the consequences on the jobs already present in the queue (Aggressive). In Figure 2.8, job 3 can fit on the few resources left in front of the queue, therefore it is scheduled on them. However, because it has a long walltime, it delays the first job that was in the queue. Delaying a job may also cause other jobs to be delayed if there are jobs scheduling just after it.

Contrarily to FCFS and CBF, the aggressive backfilling can not give any guaranty on the start time of a job. Indeed, because any job can be delayed, the schedule is only sure not to be modified at the beginning of the queue when all resources are occupied. Furthermore, because any job can be delayed, some jobs may never be executed. Indeed, in some setups, arriving jobs would always jump in front of large old ones, delaying them indefinitely.

![Diagram](image2.png)

**Figure 2.8 – Aggressive Backfilling example.**

**Easy Backfilling (EASY)** \[122\] is an extension of the aggressive backfilling that deals
with the starvation issue. The algorithm is the same, except that the oldest job in the queue can not be delayed. As time passes, if a job is delayed for a long time, it will become the oldest job and will have a fixed starting date. In Figure 2.9, the new job could start execution as soon as submitted, however, the oldest job can not be delayed, therefore, the newly submitted job is scheduled after it, delaying another job.

While it prevents starvation inherent to ABF, EASY keeps the inability to ensure that a job will not be delayed. It is thus impossible to have an upper bound for the starting time of the jobs.

![Figure 2.9 – Easy Backfilling example.](image)

All the above algorithms work in an online manner. They schedule each job independently upon submission. Other algorithms work in an offline manner. For example, Backfilling with Lookahead \[155\] uses packing techniques to maximize the resources utilization at each job submission. The packing techniques use the knowledge of all the jobs each time. This kind of algorithm is not widely used because the execution time needed to execute the algorithm can easily become too long.

### 2.2.5 Scheduling on Grids

We defined Grids as the aggregation of distributed heterogeneous resources. Therefore, scheduling jobs in a Grid is quite different than scheduling them on a cluster. Indeed, clusters are usually homogeneous and have a reasonable size. However, a Grid can embed different kind of hardware, software, and scheduling policies. Furthermore, the number of resources available in a Grid is a lot larger than on clusters and the access is done differently. Clusters are accessed through resource management systems but Grids are usually accessed through a grid middleware. Job scheduling in a Grid must therefore take all these additional constraints into account.

Scheduling on Grids is usually called meta-scheduling \[59, 106\]. Instead of deciding when and on which processors to execute a task, the meta-scheduling here is to choose on which parallel resource should be executed a job. Using the term mapping would be more adequate because the meta-scheduler, or resource-broker, maps jobs onto parallel resources. Once the parallel resource is chosen, the job is scheduled on the processors by an underlying batch scheduler, therefore using a two-level scheduling \[164\]. The algorithms
used for mapping are online ones [152] because jobs arrive continuously, and the algorithms used on the parallel resources may be one of those presented in Section 2.2.4.

The selection of the parallel resource to execute independent jobs can be done using different online algorithms [37, 73]. Depending on the amount of information available to the scheduler, different heuristics can be applied. Indeed, a scheduler aware of the heterogeneity of resources as well as estimation of jobs execution time will take better decisions.

Meta-scheduling decisions can be taken using some of the algorithms listed here:

Random selects a resource randomly. It does not need any information about jobs or resources. However, it usually provides poor results. In a context where all jobs and resources are similar, it should provide an acceptable load balancing.

Round Robin (RR) select resources in one at a time and starts over when all resources have been selected. As for random, this algorithm requires no information about jobs or resources. In an homogeneous context, RR will make a good load balancing among the resources. However, in an heterogeneous context, some resources will get overloaded and other will be underused. Indeed, each resource will get the same amount of work but some will require more time to process their part of work.

Optimistic Load Balancing (OLB) assigns each task on the resource expected to be available first. The objective is to keep the platform as busy as possible. This algorithm only requires information about the resources state. Because it does not take the execution time into account, OLB can lead to poor results.

Minimum Execution Time (MET) assigns jobs on the resource where the job is expected have the smallest duration. This algorithm requires an estimation of the execution time of each job on each resource. Furthermore, if it is used in a context where tasks are characterized as consistent (a machine running a task faster will run all the tasks faster), it will assign each task to the same machine.

Minimum Completion Time (MCT) needs an estimation of the completion of the jobs of each resources and it assigns the job to the resource able to finish it first. It combines advantages of OLB and MET by assigning the task on the resource with the earliest date of completion. When possible, this heuristic should be used as it takes resource heterogeneity, platform load, and jobs’ execution time into account.

Even if the meta-scheduler only addresses the selection of a parallel resource, it may still be a bottleneck when numerous submissions arrive. Therefore, researchers work on scalability issues, often by using a distributed meta-scheduler [33, 118]. The meta-scheduler can distribute the scheduling decisions among a set of computers. Connections can be done using a Peer-to-Peer topology [102], or by having more predictable topologies such as a hierarchy [56].

Working on a single Grid platform may not be sufficient, therefore it may be necessary to federate multiple Grids. In this context, the interoperability issues introduced in Section 1.2 must be taken into account during the scheduling phase [112]. Using several Grids at once adds yet another layer of scheduling called meta-brokering. At the top, the meta-broker selects a Grid, then the resource-broker of the Grid selects a parallel resource and finally, the physical resources are assigned by the local resource manager. Most solutions to tackle the problem of interoperability is to use a meta-broker coordinating the different Grids [147, 169].
2.3 Parallel and Distributed Computing in Practice

In the previous sections, we described hardware architectures and scheduling algorithms, used by the parallel and distributed computing community. In this section, we present real software and infrastructures deployed in practice.

We start by presenting some resource management systems deployed on production parallel machines or clusters. We then expand to real Grids and present research and production Grids. Then, we present some grid middleware used to manage jobs in Grids with a special focus on GridRPC based middleware. Finally, we present some simulation toolkits that are used in order to simulate these parallel and distributed platforms.

2.3.1 Batch Schedulers

A batch scheduler, or Local Resource Management System (LRMS), is a software that manages resources in a cluster. It is in charge of scheduling and mapping jobs onto resources. Different implementations are available, each one with its own set of commands to manage jobs preventing simple compatibility. Each batch scheduler can implement a different scheduling policy, including the ones described in Section 2.2.4. Some implementations are designed to be used in production environments and therefore focus on stability, and other have a research approach so they include a large set of advanced features.

**LoadLeveler** [108] is a proprietary batch scheduler developed by IBM. The scheduler is now part of the Tivoli Software [16] as the Tivoli Workload Scheduler. LoadLeveler has been used in production environments for more than 15 years. The scheduler is an entirely distributed program with extensive failover and self-repair capabilities to survive even severe system events, usually without administrator intervention. Furthermore, it offers jobs check-pointing and suspension. The software scalability is also a concern of the development team. The scheduling algorithm used in LoadLeveler uses back-filling to improve job management.

**SLRUM** [20] (Simple Linux Resource Management Utility) is an open-source resource manager. It is developed and supported by different companies and laboratories including IBM and Sun Microsystems. SLURM includes a scheduling facility as well as monitoring tools. The SLURM core can be extended using a plug-in mechanism. Dozens of plug-ins are distributed with SLURM to perform all kind of tasks, including managing resources limits, jobs prioritization, logging, economics, and many more. SLURM is used by more than 1000 large systems including the most powerful supercomputer in Europe, the Tera100 with 140,000 processing cores, or the BlueGene/L at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) with 106,496 cores.

**OAR** [53] is an open-source versatile batch scheduler designed for large clusters. Its development is mainly done by Mescal team in the LIG (Laboratoire d’Informatique de Grenoble) computer science laboratory. OAR aims at providing cutting edge features. The scheduler uses a CBF policy to schedule jobs in different priority queues. In addition to normal queues, OAR offers a best-effort queue to maximize the usage of idle resources, but best-efforts jobs may be killed anytime when a submission on another queue is done. Other advanced features include moldable jobs management, admission rules, hold and resume
jobs, submissions inside an existing submission, advanced reservations, energy savings. OAR is a collection of different tools interacting with a MySQL database. Developing a new module, such as a new scheduler, can then be done in any language able to access the database. Furthermore, all the independent modules make it easier to maintain the software. OAR is used by in the GRID’5000 infrastructure to manage scheduling on the different clusters.

2.3.2 Experimental Testbeds

In this section, we depict different Grids and divide them into two categories. Production Grids are infrastructures aiming at providing all the necessary features for applications of scientists in different areas. Because production Grids are used for real experiments, the technologies used need to be mature. On the other hand, research Grids are used by computer scientists to develop and test new Grid technologies. Once new technologies have been extensively validated, they can be introduced in production Grids.

2.3.2.1 Production Grids

EGI (European Grid Infrastructure) [3], formerly EGEE (Enabling Grids for E-sciencE) until April 2010, is a project started in 2004 supported by the European Commission. It aims at providing researchers in academia or business with an access to a production level Grid Infrastructure. EGI has been developed around three main principles: (i) provide a secured and robust computing and storage grid platform; (ii) continuous improvement of software quality in order to provide reliable services to end-users; and (iii) attract users from both the scientific and industrial community. It currently provides around 150,000 cores spread on more than 260 sites in 55 countries, and also provides 28 petabytes of disk storage and 41 petabytes of long-term tape storage, to more than 14,000 users. Whereas the primary platform usage mainly focused on high energy physics and biomedical applications, there are now more than 15 application domains that are making use of the EGI platform.

TeraGrid [14] is an American project supported by the NSF since 2001. It is an open production and scientific Grid federating eleven partner sites to create an integrated and persistent computational resource. Sites are interconnected through a high speed dedicated 40Gb/s network. Available machines are heterogeneous, as one can find clusters of PCs, vectorial machines, parallel SMP machines or even supercomputers. The whole Grid has more than 2 petaflops of computing capability and more than 30 petabytes of online and archival data storage available to industrials and scientists. TeraGrid competes with the EGI infrastructure to be the world’s largest, most comprehensive distributed cyberinfrastructure for open scientific research.

DEISA (Distributed European Infrastructure for Supercomputing Applications) [15] is a European project founded in 2002 by the European Commission. It is made up of a consortium of eleven leading national supercomputing centres from seven European countries. It supports pan-European research by providing and operating a distributed supercomputing environment all over Europe and aims at delivering a turnkey operational
solution for a future European high-performance computing system. The eleven centers are interconnected through a dedicated 10Gb/s network connection provided by GÉANT2 and National Research and Education Networks. Computing resources include many kinds of computers and operating systems, all managed by a specific grid middleware to obtain a transparent access to all the resources.

2.3.2.2 Research Grids

GRID’5000 [34] is a French project started in 2003, supported by the French ministry of research, regional councils, INRIA and CNRS, whose goal is to provide an experimental testbed for research on Grid computing. It provides a nation wide platform, distributed on 9 sites (new sites are currently being added in Brazil and Luxembourg), containing more than 6,200 cores on 30 clusters. All sites are interconnected through 10Gb/s links, supported by the Renater Research and Educational Network [8]. As grids are complex environments, researchers needed an experimental platform to study the behavior of their algorithms, protocols, etc. The particularity of GRID’5000 is to provide a fully controllable platform, where all layers in the grid can be customized: from the network to the operating systems. It also provides an advanced metrology framework for measuring data transfer, CPU, memory and disk consumption, as well as power consumption. This is one of the most advanced research grids, and has served as a model and starting point for building other grids such as the American project FutureGrid.

FutureGrid [9] is a recent American project, started in October 2009, which shares the objectives of GRID’5000. Its goal is to provide a fully configurable platform to support Grid and Cloud researches. It contains about 5,400 cores present on 6 sites in the USA. One of the goals of the project is to understand the behavior and utility of Cloud computing approaches. The FutureGrid will form part of National Science Foundation’s (NSF) TeraGrid high-performance production grid, and extend its current capabilities by allowing access to the whole grid infrastructure’s stack: networking, virtualization, software, and workflow orchestration tools. Full integration into the TeraGrid is anticipated by 1st October 2011.

OneLab [11] is a European project, currently in its second phase. The first phase, from September 2006 to August 2008, consisted in building an autonomous European testbed for research on the future Internet. The resulting platform is PlanetLab Europe [13]. In its second phase, until November 2010, the project aims at extending the infrastructure with new sorts of testbeds, including wireless (NITOS), and high precision measurements (ETOMIC) testbeds. It also aims at interconnecting PlanetLab Europe with other PlanetLab sites (Japan and USA), and other infrastructures. PlanetLab hosts many projects around Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems. They rely on totally decentralized systems in which all basic entities perform the same task. Though initially outside the scope of grid computing, P2P has progressively gained a major place in grid researches.

2.3.3 Grid Middleware

A grid middleware is a software layer designed to hide the complexity and heterogeneity of a Grid. In this section, we present the basics on what is a middleware. In our work, we
developed features in a middleware relying on the GridRPC paradigm, therefore we detail the GridRPC approach to service execution and give some example of GridRPC compliant middleware.

2.3.3.1 Generalities on Grid Middleware

To hide the complexity of the Grid, a grid middleware must be able to provide a large variety of services. It must perform many tasks including transparent access to resources, job scheduling, job monitoring, platform monitoring, data management, security, etc. By using a middleware, software developers do not have to manage the placement and scheduling of their application by letting the middleware take the decisions.

Providing all these features is a hard task. Therefore, toolkits were developed to help in the development of services for the Grid. The Globus Toolkit [86] is the most famous and most used toolkit. It is developed by the Globus Alliance, an international collaboration that conducts research and development to create fundamental Grid technologies. The Globus Toolkit includes software for security, information infrastructure, resource management, data management, communication, fault detection, and portability. It is packaged as a set of components that can be used either independently or together to develop applications.

One of the most important grid middleware is gLite [117]. It was developed in the context of the EGEE project. The gLite distribution is an integrated set of components designed to enable resource sharing. It is designed to provide the necessary components to build a Grid. Each of the different components have a specific role. The services offered by the middleware can be grouped in five groups: Access Services, Security Services, Information and Monitoring Services, Data Services, and Job Management Services. This last service manages jobs scheduling and execution. GLite can be used in a multi-cluster environment, therefore it supports many batch schedulers. The gLite approach is very complete and provides all the necessary features, but it includes heavy mechanisms such as advanced security options. Therefore, other mechanisms have been developed.

2.3.3.2 The GridRPC Approach

A simple and efficient approach to provide transparent access to resources consists in using the classical Remote Procedure Call (RPC) method. This paradigm allows an object to trigger a call to a method of another object wherever this object is. The object can be a local object on the same machine, or a distant one. In this latter case the communication complexity is hidden with an abstraction layer. Different RPC standards exists. Among those, CORBA [137] and Java RMI [161] are the most used.

The classical RPC paradigm was extended in the context of Grid Computing. The GridRPC [154] approach was standardized by the Open Grid Forum in order to provide an efficient remote procedure call in a Grid context. Furthermore, the standardization enables interoperability between different middleware [163]. An application developed with the GridRPC paradigm should be able to use any GridRPC compliant middleware, thus enabling the application to run in different contexts. Grid middleware using this paradigm can also be referred to as Network Enabled Servers (NES) [127].
Because of the distributed environment offered by Grids, the GridRPC paradigm adds a mapping service to the simple RPC calls. The architecture of a GridRPC middleware is depicted in Figure 2.10. Three components are present. First, the server which provides services. The server registers the services to an agent, or registry. This second component is in charge of referencing the different services available in the middleware. The last component is the client. When the client needs to execute a service, it contacts the agent which returns one or more handles to contact the servers able to execute the request. Some scheduling can be performed at this stage to select the best servers according to some metric. With the server handle, the client can use a normal remote procedure call on the server and wait for the results.

![GridRPC Architecture Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.10 – The GridRPC architecture.**

### 2.3.3.3 Examples of GridRPC Middleware

**NetSolve/GridSolve** [62] was one of the first grid middleware implementing the GridRPC approach in 1996. Its architecture includes the three components defined by the GridRPC standard. Once the agent is started, servers can register their services to the agent. Then, servers regularly send information about their state. Data include CPU usage, available memory, etc. The agent is centralized which is a bottleneck for performance. It is possible to duplicate the agent, but it is not really distributed because each instance of the agent needs the knowledge of the entire platform. The scheduling done by NetSolve returns a sorted list of servers to the client.

**Ninf/Ninf-G** [150] has an architecture very close to NetSolve. The functionalities are also similar. Ninf-G is developed using the Globus Toolkit. The agent is also centralized, however it is divided into several components with different roles, thus improving a little the scalability. The scheduler interrogates the performance database to take scheduling decisions and the database which updates its values by itself by calling a predictor.

**Diet** [54, 58] is another grid middleware based on GridRPC. Because we use it to validate our results, we present its architecture in details. Both NetSolve and Ninf use a
single agent. In order to distribute computations done by the agent, DIET extends it to a distributed hierarchical set of agents. Therefore, the scheduling can be distributed among the agents. A possible DIET hierarchy is presented in Figure 2.11. At the bottom of the hierarchy are the computational servers. They are hidden behind Server Daemons (SEDs). A SED encapsulates a computational server, typically on a single computer, or on the gateway of a cluster. A SED implements a list of available services. A SED also provides performance prediction metrics sent along with the reply whenever a request arrives. These metrics are the building blocks for scheduling policies. The SEDs services are exposed to their parents: the Local Agents. An agent has essentially two roles. First it forwards down incoming requests, and then it aggregates the replies and does partial scheduling based on some scheduling policy (shortest completion time first, round-robin, heterogeneous earliest finish time, . . .). At the top, the Master Agent (MA) is the entry point of the hierarchy. Every incoming request has to flow through the MA. Clients can contact the MA via the CORBA naming service. The MA relies on the tree of local agents to forward the requests down the hierarchy and distribute the scheduling among them.

Because the MA is the only entry point of the hierarchy, it could become a bottleneck. Thus, to tackle this problem, several DIET hierarchies can be deployed alongside, and interconnected in a Peer-to-Peer fashion using CORBA connections.

![DIET Architecture Diagram](image-url)

Figure 2.11 – The DIET middleware architecture.
2.3.4 Simulation Toolkits

Researchers often use simulations to develop and validate new algorithms. Some use home made simulators that can only be used for one task, but others use generic simulation toolkits designed to simulate distributed environments. Developing a fast, accurate, and generic enough simulator is a very hard task, so the best solution is to use an existing toolkit providing all the needed features. There are numerous simulators each one with a specific area. For example, in networking, NS2 \[^{10}\] is the most used packet level simulator, but there are others such as GTNetS \[^{144}\].

In the area of distributed computing, many simulation toolkits exist. Bricks \[^{162}\] focuses on simulating client-server architectures. ChicSim \[^{142}\] and OptorSim \[^{29}\] are specifically designed to study data replication on Grids. PlanetSim \[^{91}\] and PeerSim \[^{107}\] are for the simulation of P2P applications. These toolkits have specific objectives that are out of the scope of our work, therefore we do not detail them. This section present more details on simulation toolkits most related to our work. We present toolkits designed to simulate distributed environment and batch schedulers.

**GridSim** \[^{40}\] allows modeling and simulation of the different entities in parallel and distributed computing systems. It can model users, virtual organizations, applications, resources, and schedulers for design and evaluation of new scheduling algorithms. The toolkit concentrates on providing all the necessary abstractions to easily create a grid simulator. A resource can be a single processor or multi-processor with shared or distributed memory. The processing nodes within a resource can be heterogeneous in terms of processing capability, configuration, and availability. The resource brokers use scheduling algorithms or policies for mapping jobs to resources to optimize system or user objectives depending on their goals. While GridSim provides all the necessary abstractions to simulate a Grid, it only provide simple models for simulations. Basic models must be extended to perform simulations with complex requirements.

**Alea Simulator** \[^{114}\] is based on the GridSim simulation toolkit. Alea extends the GridSim toolkit to provide all the necessary features to simulate batch schedulers present in parallel machines. Alea includes different queuing scheduling algorithms such as First-Come First-Served, Earliest Deadline First, and Easy Backfilling. The simulator also includes a centralized Grid scheduler to allow meta-scheduling and co-allocation of resources. Alea can take as input different standard job format such as the Grid Workload Format (GWF) of the Standard Workload Format (SWF). The simulator can produce different statistics on the workloads, the executions in batch schedulers, and compute different metrics. In order to tackle the problem of the models in GridSim, Alea implements its owns to suit their requirements.

**SimGrid** \[^{63}\] is a discrete event simulation toolkit. It provides core functionalities for the simulation of distributed applications in heterogeneous distributed environments. The main goal of SimGrid is to facilitate the research in the area of parallel and distributed large scale systems such as Grids, P2P systems and Clouds. SimGrid relies on a scalable and extensible simulation engine. The simulation kernel of SimGrid relies on macroscopic models for computation resources. For network resources, SimGrid uses analytical models of TCP where communications flows are represented as streams in pipes. This enables faster sim-
ulations while conserving a reasonable level of accuracy [168]. When needed the GTNetS packet simulator can be used to obtain the maximum accuracy. SimGrid embeds different user APIs to tackle different needs such as simulation of client-server architectures, Grids, MPI applications, DAG scheduling, message passing, etc.

Simbatch [52] is a batch simulator built on top of SimGrid, therefore it relies on validated models for communication costs between hosts. Simbatch aims at providing a simple way of testing new batch scheduling algorithms and evaluate them by simulation. Another objective of the library is to provide results very fast so that it can be used as a prediction tool used by a grid middleware in real platforms. The simulator incorporates several scheduling algorithms including FCFS and Conservative Backfilling described in Section 2.2.4. Simbatch was extensively validated against the OAR batch scheduler and results show that the usual error on jobs starting time is 0.5% when jobs do not have input/output data and 1% with communications before and after. Simbatch can be used in any SimGrid application.

GridSim and Alea are two of the major simulation toolkits in distributed environments. They provide necessary abstractions to simulate platforms such as Grids. However, some of the models they use are simplistic. On the other hand, SimGrid and Simbatch have been intensively tested against real platforms to validate their models. Moreover, they are especially optimized to be very fast to execute. We use SimGrid and Simbatch in our work for these reasons.
In this chapter, we present and evaluate the benefits of reallocating waiting jobs between clusters inside of a Grid. To measure the benefits of reallocation, we propose a generic solution based on the GridRPC standard. Then, we present a simulator implementing this generic solution to evaluate the gains brought by reallocation.

In order to study the gains of reallocating waiting jobs, we propose two reallocation mechanisms, each one using different scheduling heuristics. Using workload traces from real platforms, we evaluate the reallocation algorithms in different contexts: first, we concentrate our study on rigid tasks, and in a second time, we broaden our focus to moldable tasks.
3.1 Introduction

Grids are the aggregation of heterogeneous resources managed and shared by different institutions (see Section 2.1.4). A common type of Grid is the multi-cluster grid. Several parallel machines or clusters are interconnected through a high bandwidth network. Usually, clusters and parallel machines are managed by a local resource manager, also called batch scheduler. Each site may use a different scheduling policy and each resource manager is independent. As presented in Section 2.2.4, the schedulers require a number of processors as well as a walltime in order to make scheduling decisions and give the jobs a dedicated access to the resources. Therefore, the scheduling decisions taken by the batch scheduler are based on estimations and therefore are inherently wrong. Thus a mechanism dealing with the errors is necessary.

In most local resource management systems, when the walltime is reached, the job is killed, so users tend to over-evaluate the walltime to be sure that their job finishes its execution. Each time a job finishes before its walltime, the scheduling is modified and the jobs rescheduled. Rescheduling events triggered because of an early completion impacts the local scheduling, and thus impacts the global performance of the platform. Indeed, errors made at the local resource level may have a great impact on the global scheduling as shown in [30]. Moreover, errors on the scheduling are amplified by bursts of submissions as shown in [156]. Indeed, because of the numerous submissions, errors on walltime are accumulated and increases the loss of performance.

To connect the multiple sites of a multi-cluster Grid, using a Grid middleware is the simplest way. Users request to execute a service provided by the middleware which must give a performance prediction in order to provide the batch scheduler with the necessary parameters such as the walltime and the number of processors. The performance prediction can not be accurate, so the actual runtime of the service will be different from the walltime of the job submitted to the batch scheduler. Therefore, the middleware should be able to deal with the scheduling changes from each of the sites and propagate it to the entire platform. This propagation requires a mechanism able to move jobs from one site to another. We call this mechanism reallocation because we only consider moving jobs that have not started yet. On the other hand, migration [36] moves jobs on the fly while they are running. It is a common technique used in Cloud computing with the migration of virtual machines.

The current chapter focuses on the reallocation problematic. In order to give a practical solution to this problem, our main objective is to propose a generic solution at the middleware level so that it can be deployed on existing infrastructures. We aim at proposing a solution easy to implement within existing middleware. The generic architecture as well as the basic reallocation scheme were presented in [45, 66]. Our second objective is to propose different reallocation mechanisms, compare them, and decide, first if reallocation is really necessary, and then, which reallocation algorithm is the best, and finally, quantify the gains that users can expect. Middleware services are often parallel applications. As presented in Section 2.2.1 parallel applications can be rigid or moldable. Therefore, we evaluate the reallocation mechanisms on both types of tasks to have more general results. Reallocation of rigid tasks was presented in [48, 49], and on moldable tasks in [51, 50].

The rest of the chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2, we present some related works
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on dynamic scheduling in Grids. In Section 3.3 we describe the architecture, mechanisms and the scheduling algorithms used in this work to perform reallocation. Then we describe the experimental framework in Section 3.4, giving information about the simulator we developed, on the platforms simulated with real-world traces, scenarios of experiments that were conducted as well as the metrics on which simulations are evaluated. Then, we present results on two different kind of tasks. First, we study reallocation of rigid tasks in Section 3.5, and then, we study the reallocation of moldable tasks in Section 3.6. Finally we summarize the chapter in Section 3.7.

3.2 Related Work on Dynamic Scheduling in Computational Grids

Guim and Corbalán [99] present a study of different meta-scheduling policies, including Less-JobWaitTime, Less-JobsInQueue, Less-WorkLeft and Less-SubmittedJobs, where each task uses its own meta-scheduler to be mapped on a parallel resource. Once submitted, a task is managed by the local scheduler and is never reallocated. In order to take advantage of the multi-site environment considered in our work, we use a central meta-scheduler to select a cluster for each incoming task because we place ourselves in the GridRPC context where clients do not know the computing resources. Also, once a task is submitted to the local scheduler, our approach let us cancel it and resubmit it elsewhere.

Sonmez et al. [156] present a method to diminish the errors made during a jobs burst in a multi-cluster environment. The method used consists in submitting the same job to several clusters (from 2 to all clusters) and when a job starts, all the other copies are canceled. To select the clusters, they use different heuristics such as MCT, Load Balancing, and Fastest Processor First. This method provides good results but adds an important load to the local resources management systems. Their approach is close to ours because it is also a middleware on top of an existing architecture. They use the multiple submissions to diminish the job response time while we use the reallocation mechanism. Our technique keeps the local resources management system less loaded because each job is submitted only once, but it needs more communications. With the multiple submissions, the first job starting sends cancellation messages to the other, so this technique is not well suited for heterogeneous platforms where a job starting later can finish earlier. Also, it requires synchronization between sites and a way to select which job to keep if two submissions start at the same time.

In order to migrate waiting jobs from one cluster to another, Yue presents the Grid-Backfilling in [173]. Each cluster sends a snapshot of its state to a central scheduler at fixed intervals. Then the central scheduler tries to back-fill jobs in the queue of other clusters. The computation done by the central scheduler is enormous since it works with the Gantt chart of all sites. All clusters need to be homogeneous in power because their scheduler is not able to adapt the walltime depending on the cluster speed. The study considers that jobs are submitted locally, so between two rescheduling phases, a cluster may be over used and others empty. Because jobs may be moved across sites, using a meta-scheduler upon jobs arrival would solve this issue. In our study, we use such a meta-scheduler, and we use
very simple queries to batch schedulers in order to let as few computations on the central scheduler during the reallocation phases.

Authors in [103] present a study of the benefits of using moldable jobs in an heterogeneous computational grid. In this paper, the authors show that using a Grid meta-scheduler to choose on which site to execute a job coupled with local resource management schedulers able to cope with the moldability of jobs improves the average response time. In our work, instead of letting the local schedulers decide on the number of processors for a job, we keep existing infrastructure and software, and we add a middleware layer that takes the moldability into account. Thus, our architecture can be deployed in existing Grids without modifications of the infrastructure already in place. Furthermore, this middleware layer renders reallocation between sites possible.

Our work is inspired by most of the works presented in this section. Our solution is placed at the middleware level and can be deployed on existing architectures. Because our jobs are submitted through the middleware, we can provide simple meta-scheduling as well as reallocation. Furthermore, the requests made to the middleware can be moldable and executed on a different number of processors depending on the current platform load.

3.3 Task Reallocation

In this section, we describe the proposed tasks reallocation mechanism. First, we present the generic architecture of the software (Section 3.3.1). Then we present the different algorithms used for the tasks reallocation (Section 3.3.2). Finally, we give some directions to implement our solution in the DIET grid middleware in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 Architecture of the Solution

We use an architecture similar to the GridRPC standard described in Section 2.3.3.2, which is implemented in middleware such as DIET or Ninf (see Section 2.3.3.3 for details). In a GridRPC middleware, clients query services present on the platform and launched by servers deployed on the computing resources. Therefore, the middleware takes the heterogeneity of hardware and software into account and requests can be executed anywhere transparently for the user. Because such a middleware is deployed on existing resources and has limited possibilities of action on the local resource managers, the mechanism we propose only uses simple queries such as submission, cancellation, and estimation of the completion time.

The architecture relies on three main components: the client has computing requests to execute, and contacts an agent in order to obtain the reference of a server able to process the request. In our proposed architecture, one server is deployed on the front-end of each parallel resource, in which case it is in charge of interacting with the batch scheduler to perform the submission, cancellation or estimation of the completion date of a job. The server is also in charge of deciding some parameters of the job such as the walltime and the number of processors allocated to the job. Benefiting from servers estimations, the agent maps every incoming requests using a MCT strategy (Minimum Completion Time [126]), and decides of the reallocation with a second scheduling heuristic.
3.3. Task Reallocation

The process of submission of a job is depicted in Figure 3.1. 1) When a client wants to execute a request, it contacts the agent. 2) The agent then contacts each server where the service is available. 3) Each server able to execute the request computes an estimation of the completion time and 4) sends it back to the agent. 5) The agent sends the best server to the client which then 6) submits its request to the chosen server. 7) Finally, the server submits the task to the batch scheduler of the cluster. 8) When the agent orders a server to reallocate a task, the latter submits it to the other server provided by the agent.

![Figure 3.1 – Architecture of the middleware layer for reallocation.](image)

3.3.2 Algorithms

This section presents the two versions of the reallocation mechanism (Section 3.3.2.1), and the scheduling heuristics used to provide reallocation (Section 3.3.2.2).

3.3.2.1 Reallocation Algorithms

The first algorithm, **regular**, presented in Algorithm 1, works as follows: It gathers the list of all jobs in the waiting queues of all clusters; it selects a job with a scheduling heuristic; if it is possible to submit the job somewhere else with a better estimated completion time (ECT) of at least one minute, it submits it on the other cluster and cancels the job at its current location; finally, it starts again with the remaining jobs. Submitting first and canceling later provides us with the guaranty that the job was reallocated properly.

The one minute threshold has been introduced to consider some data transfer that can take place, and to decrease the number of reallocations bringing almost no improvement. In the case where the platform network characteristics are known, the minute may be replaced by real estimations of transfer time.

To have a better idea of the purpose of the algorithm, consider an example of two batch systems with different loads (see Figure 3.2). At time $t$, task $f$ finishes before its walltime,
Algorithm 1 Reallocation algorithm: “regular”
\[
\begin{align*}
l &\leftarrow \text{waiting jobs on all clusters} \\
\text{while } l &\neq \emptyset \text{ do} \\
&\quad \text{Select a job } j \text{ in } l \\
&\quad \text{Get a newECT for } j \\
&\quad \text{if } j.\text{newECT} + 60 < j.\text{currentECT} \text{ then} \\
&\quad&\quad \text{Submit } j \text{ to the new cluster} \\
&\quad&\quad \text{Cancel } j \text{ on its current cluster} \\
&\quad l &= l \setminus \{j\}
\end{align*}
\]

thus releasing resources. Task \( j \) is then scheduled earlier by the local batch scheduler. When a reallocation event is triggered by the meta-scheduler at \( t_1 \), it reallocates tasks \( h \) and \( i \) to the second batch system because their expected completion time is better there. To reallocate the tasks, each one is sequentially submitted to the second batch and then canceled on the first one. In this example, the two clusters are identical so the tasks have the same execution time on both clusters, and the tuning of the parallel jobs (choice of number of processors to allocate to task \( h \) and \( i \)) is the same due to the same load condition. In an heterogeneous context, the duration and number of processors of the tasks would change between the clusters.

![Figure 3.2 – Example of reallocation between two clusters.](image)

The second algorithm, **all-cancellation**, detailed in Algorithm 2 starts by canceling all waiting jobs of all clusters. The agent keeps a reference for all jobs. Then, it selects a job with a scheduling heuristic. Finally, it submits the job to the cluster giving the minimum estimated completion time and loops on each of the remaining jobs.

Because the all-cancellation algorithm cancels and resubmits jobs, it is possible for it to cause starvation. The same job can always be selected last and thus always resubmitted at the end of a waiting queue. This might happen in a very loaded platform, or if the
3.3. Task Reallocation

Algorithm 2 Reallocation algorithm: “all-cancellation”

\[
\begin{align*}
l &\leftarrow \text{waiting jobs on all clusters} \\
&\text{Cancel each job in } l \\
\text{while } l \neq \emptyset &\text{ do} \\
&\text{Select a job } j \text{ in } l \\
&\text{Submit } j \text{ to the cluster with MCT} \\
&l = l \setminus \{j\}
\end{align*}
\]

scheduling heuristic makes bad choices. However, in all the traces we use for our experiments, there are always periods with little submissions of jobs so queues can be emptied, and all jobs executed without too much delay. The calm periods are often corresponding to the night or weekend or holidays in real life. Furthermore, forbidding the cancellation of the oldest job will prevent starvation of happening. Jobs may be delayed greatly but they will be executed eventually.

The reallocation event in both versions of the algorithm is triggered periodically every hour, based on previous works conducted in [45] where a smaller period did not change the results but required more network transfers and potentially more reallocations. The one hour frequency is enough because most jobs have a long duration, superior to one hour.

Because both reallocation algorithm use an estimation of the completion time, it is mandatory that clusters use a batch scheduling algorithm able to give some guaranties on the completion time to guaranty the results. The two main algorithms offering these guaranties are First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) and Conservative Back-Filling (CBF). Both algorithm make reservations for each job and jobs can never be delayed once the reservation done. However, jobs can be scheduled earlier if new resources become available. Batch schedulers using one of these algorithms are common. Other algorithms such as Easy Back-Filling (EBF) or the well-known Shortest Job First (SJF) do not guaranty a completion time and thus should not be used without adding specialized prediction mechanisms to the servers. Such specializations are out of the scope of this work and thus not discussed in this thesis.

3.3.2.2 Scheduling Heuristics for Reallocation

To choose the job that will be selected for reallocation, several heuristics are used: one online heuristic and five offline heuristics (see Section 2.2.2). The online heuristic takes jobs, one after another, while the offline heuristics are executed on a set of jobs. Because offline heuristics are more complex, they are supposed to give better results, but their execution time is bigger. The heuristics we compare are the following:

**MCT** Online algorithm. Assigns a task to the cluster that gives the minimum expected completion time. MCT takes jobs sequentially in their submission order.

**MinMin/MaxMin** Offline algorithms. Ask the expected completion time of all tasks and selects the one with the minimum/maximum value. These heuristics try to give priority to respectively small/large tasks.
MaxGain  Offline algorithm. It gets the minimum expected completion time of each task. Then it computes the gain of moving each task. The gain is the time in seconds that the task would gain if it is reallocated ($Gain = CurrentECT - NewECT$). The task with the highest gain is selected and the heuristic starts again on the remaining tasks.

MaxRelGain  Offline algorithm. Same as MaxGain, but divides the gain by the number of processors of each task, thus preferring small tasks, except if a large task has a very large gain.

Sufferage  Offline algorithm. It gets the two estimated completion times for each task on each cluster, computes the sufferage value as the difference between the two best estimated completion times, and selects the task with the maximum sufferage value.

Concerning the execution time for each heuristic during the rescheduling event, MCT is the fastest. It takes the jobs in their arrival order without concern of the other jobs and it is executed $n$ times, with $n$ the number of waiting jobs. The offline heuristics on the other hand need to update information of all the remaining jobs each time a reallocation is performed, so the execution time may grow rapidly. In the worst case, if each task is reallocated, the number of estimations is $n^2$.

Notation: We have six scheduling heuristics, MCT, MinMin, MaxMin, MaxGain, MaxRelGain, and Sufferage, as well as two reallocation algorithms, namely regular and all-cancellation. Thus, we have 12 couples of algorithms that we refer in the remainder of this thesis as the junction between the name of the scheduling heuristic and “reg” or “can” for the reallocation algorithm. For example, to refer to the couple using all-cancellation with MaxRelGain, we use MaxRelGain-can. MCT-reg is the simplest reallocation mechanism corresponding to regular with MCT.

### 3.3.3 Implementation Design in DIET

The architecture of our solution to tackle the problem of tasks reallocation is based on the GridRPC standard. Therefore, the integration in a GridRPC compliant middleware should be facilitated. In this section, we give some directions to follow to implement tasks reallocation in DIET (presented in section 2.3.3.3).

To submit a job and benefit from the reallocation mechanism, the client makes a regular submission through the middleware. Indeed, the mechanism is transparent for the user. To manage the reallocation, we propose to use a dedicated entity. The reallocation entity is not an agent itself because it does not receive any requests from the client. It is executed in parallel of the DIET hierarchy and manages the requests reallocation. Therefore, in the following, we depict the implementation directions for this reallocation entity and the developments needed within the SEDs.

The architecture of the reallocation mechanism in DIET is the same as the one presented in Figure 3.1. The reallocation mechanism only manages requests already in the middleware, therefore it relies on the steps 2, 3, 4, 7, and 8 of the figure. The agent in the figure corresponds to the reallocation entity and the servers correspond to SEDs. In the
following, we will detail what is done at each step and how to implement it efficiently in DIET.

### 3.3.3.1 Implementation of the Reallocation Entity

The Master Agent (MA) of a DIET hierarchy knows all the available services and the way to access them. Therefore, the reallocation entity must be implemented at its level. We do not want to implement the reallocation mechanism within the MA to stay efficient for clients submissions scheduling. The problem of scheduling requests with knowledge of the whole hierarchy was already tackled in the context of DAGs scheduling through the MA\textsubscript{DAG}.

The MA\textsubscript{DAG} [35] is able to schedule multiple DAGs. This extension of the MA makes all the complex scheduling decisions for DAGs thus letting the MA concentrate on independent tasks. The MA\textsubscript{DAG} is not able to send requests to the S\textsubscript{ED}s. It is just able to send S\textsubscript{ED} references to the client that will submit the jobs himself. Indeed, to make the submissions all data from multiple DAGs would be stored in a single place, thus creating a bottleneck. However, the MA\textsubscript{DAG} implements already many features that can be used in our reallocation entity, therefore, some of the code of the MA\textsubscript{DAG} can be reused.

In addition to the knowledge of the platform, the reallocation entity will need to call services present on the servers. Indeed, the reallocation mechanisms described in Section 3.3.2 are based on internal services that have to be implemented in S\textsubscript{ED}s. These services offered by the S\textsubscript{ED}s are:

- \texttt{get\_waiting\_jobs()}: return the list of waiting jobs on the S\textsubscript{ED};
- \texttt{get\_and\_cancel\_waiting\_jobs()}: cancel all waiting jobs in the queue and return the list of jobs;
- \texttt{get\_estimated\_completion\_time(job)}: return an estimation of the completion time for a job;
- \texttt{reallocate\_job(job, destination)}: sends the job to the destination.

### 3.3.3.2 Implementation on the Server Side

DIET provides a special S\textsubscript{ED} called S\textsubscript{ED}\textsubscript{Batch} [54]. This S\textsubscript{ED} is designed to interact automatically with different batch schedulers, such as LoadLeveler, Torque, and OAR, without external intervention. The S\textsubscript{ED} is able to take an incoming request and submit it to the batch scheduler. Submission to the batch scheduler is represented by step 7 in Figure 3.1. Internal mechanisms to cancel a job on a batch scheduler exist but no work has been done yet to use that kind of functionality. Therefore, almost all the simple interactions with batch schedulers required by our solution are already implemented in the middleware.

In order to take the decision of reallocating a job or not, the reallocation entity requires an estimation of completion time by calling \texttt{get\_estimated\_completion\_time(job)}. The service is called in step 2 of Figure 3.1. Then, at step 3, the S\textsubscript{ED} computes the estimation and step 4 corresponds to the answer to the caller. DIET can be used with CORI [55], a collector of information about the resources of the platform. CORI has a module named CORI\_BATCH dedicated to obtain information about batch schedulers. This module can
obtain the estimation of the completion date of a rigid job. However, the module is not yet capable to manage moldable jobs. Therefore, it should be extended to be able to choose the number of processors for a request and update the walltime accordingly.

To get an estimation of the completion time, CORI\_BATCH can query the batch scheduler (if the estimation feature is present) or use Simbatch (see Section 2.3.4) to simulate the batch system with its current load. The glue between Simbatch and CORI is not done yet. It is necessary to add a system call to a Simbatch application and read the result of the simulations. The binary to execute has already been developed. Afterward, some more work has to be done on the deployment of such a solution.

SEDs must implement the services \texttt{get\_waiting\_jobs()} and \texttt{get\_and\_cancel\_waiting\_jobs()}. The call and the answer to these services are represented by steps 2 and 4 in Figure 3.1. The SED\_Batch already implements a monitoring function to know the waiting jobs in the queue of the batch. The answer of the services contains the list of DIET IDs of jobs. Thus, to implement these services we can reuse existing features. If the all-cancellation algorithm is used, the call to this service should cancel the jobs as well as returning the list. To cancel jobs, the service will call the generic cancellation mechanism described above.

The last functionality required by our solution is the submission from one SED to another, done inside the call to reallocate\_job(job, destination) represented by step 8 in Figure 3.1. The SED\_Batch with the request to reallocate acts as a client, and can use the internals of the client API. On the other side, the SED receiving the request does not need to know if the request comes from a real client or from another SED, therefore no special treatment must be applied on the request. This service should be able to resubmit on the current SED. In the case of all-cancellation, a job may be resubmitted to SED where it already was. When the reallocation is done between two different SEDs, the SED will submit the job to the other SED and cancel it locally. The submission to the other SED may fail for unknown reasons. Therefore, in case of submission error during reallocation, the job should not be canceled locally.

**Remarks:**

- Input and output data may be associated with a request. When a request is reallocated to another SED, the input data should also be send. DIET already provides all the necessary data management thanks to the DAGDA data manager [57]. When a job is resubmitted from one SED to another, the associated data will be automatically migrated.

- Reallocation from one SED to another requires for the SEDs to be servers as well as clients. At the moment, this is not easily feasible. Indeed, because of library dependencies, a SED can not be linked to the client library. However, the DIET internal code structure is being redesigned and improved. This new version will be shipped next year with DIET 3.0. It will enable the link of a SED to the client library. DIET already provides most of the features required for task reallocation. Therefore, once the new version is available, the implementation should not require extensive efforts.
3.4 Experimental Framework

In this section we depict the experimental framework by presenting the simulator we implemented to run our experiments (Section 3.4.1), the description of the jobs (Section 3.4.2), the simulated platforms (Section 3.4.3), and the metrics used to compare the heuristics (Section 3.4.4).

3.4.1 Simulator

The simulator is divided using the same components as the ones in the GridRPC standard introduced in Section 2.3.3:

The **client** requests the system for a service execution. It contacts the meta-scheduler that will answer with the reference of a server providing the desired service. Then, the client can ask the server to execute its request.

The **meta-scheduler** matches incoming requests to a server using a MCT policy and periodically reallocates jobs in waiting queues on the platform using one of the reallocation mechanism and scheduling heuristic described in Section 3.3.2.

The **server** is running on the front-end of a cluster and interacts with the batch system. It receives requests from the client and submits jobs to the batch scheduler to execute the requests. Once submitted, a job can be canceled if its execution has not started yet. The server is also able to provide an estimation of the completion time for a request to the meta-scheduler. The estimation function finds the best number of processors for the job when dealing with moldable tasks and adjusts the duration of the task in accordance to the speed of the cluster. The estimation function is used at submission time and during the reallocation phases. In order to be able to run the reallocation algorithms, the server is also able to send the list of waiting jobs to the meta-scheduler.

The simulator is implemented in C with the SimGrid and Simbatch toolkits described in Section 2.3.4. We use these simulation toolkits because they provide accurate and efficient models that enables us to simulate the environment we need. Each component of the simulator is represented by a SimGrid process and all inter-process communications are done using the message passing provided in the toolkit. The server component communicates with Simbatch and uses this tool to simulate the presence of a real batch system. The SimGrid layer represents the middleware while the Simbatch layer corresponds to the batch systems that would be present in a real environment.

3.4.2 Jobs Traces

We built seven scenarios of jobs submission, where for six of them, jobs come from traces of different clusters on Grid’5000 for the first six months of 2008 (Table 3.1 gives the number of jobs per month on each cluster as well as the total number of jobs); The seventh scenario is a six month long simulation using two traces from the Parallel Workload Archive [12] (CTC and SDSC) and the trace of Bordeaux on Grid’5000.

The trace from Bordeaux contains 74647 jobs, CTC has 42873 jobs and SDSC contains 15615 jobs. Thus, there is a total of 133135 jobs. In the remainder of the chapter, we refer at
the different scenarios by the name of the month of the trace for the jobs from GRID’5000, and we refer to the scenario with the jobs coming from CTC, SDSC, and GRID’5000 as “PWA-G5K”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month/Cluster</th>
<th>Bordeaux</th>
<th>Lyon</th>
<th>Toulouse</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>13084</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>14155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>5822</td>
<td>2695</td>
<td>1123</td>
<td>9640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>11673</td>
<td>8315</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>20937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>33250</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td>1461</td>
<td>36041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>6765</td>
<td>2179</td>
<td>1573</td>
<td>10517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>4094</td>
<td>3540</td>
<td>1548</td>
<td>9182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 – Number of jobs per month and in total for each site trace.

In our simulations, we do not consider advance reservations (present in GRID’5000 traces). They are considered as simple submissions so the batch scheduler can start them when it decides to. To evaluate the heuristics, we compare simulations together so we can not compare ourselves with what happened in reality. Furthermore, note that we add a meta-scheduler to map the jobs onto clusters at submission time, as if a grid middleware is used. However, on the real platform, users submit the cluster of their choice (usually they submit to the site closest to them) so simulations diverge from reality.

The traces taken from the Parallel Workload Archive were taken in their standard original format: they also contain “bad” jobs described by [83]. We want to reproduce the execution of jobs on clusters, so we need to keep all the “bad” jobs removed in the clean version of the logs because these jobs were submitted in reality.

### 3.4.3 Platform Characteristics

We consider two platforms with different numbers of cores distributed among three sites. Each platform is used in an heterogeneous case (clusters differs in terms of CPU speed and number of processors). In all cases, all the batch schedulers use the same scheduling policy.

The first platform corresponds to the simulation of three clusters of GRID’5000. The three clusters are Bordeaux, Lyon, and Toulouse. Bordeaux is composed of 640 cores and is the slowest cluster. Lyon has 270 cores and is 20% faster than Bordeaux. Finally, Toulouse has 434 cores and is 40% faster than Bordeaux.

The second platform corresponds to experiments mixing the trace from Bordeaux (GRID’5000) and two traces from the Parallel Workload Archive. The three clusters are Bordeaux, CTC, and SDSC. Bordeaux has 640 cores and is the slowest cluster. CTC has 430 cores and is 20% faster than Bordeaux. Finally, SDSC has 128 cores and is 40% faster than Bordeaux.
3.4.4 Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate the reallocation algorithms and the behavior of the scheduling heuristics, we use different metrics. The first type of metrics is system centered metrics. The second type is user centered metrics.

– System metrics

**Jobs impacted by reallocation:** The percentage of jobs whose completion time is changed compared to an execution without reallocation. Only the jobs whose completion time changes are of interest for our study.

**Number of reallocations relative to the total number of jobs:** We give the percentage of reallocations in comparison to the number of jobs. A job can be counted several times if it migrated several times so it is theoretically possible to have more than 100% reallocations. A small value is better because it means less transfers.

– User metrics

The user metrics are obtained by comparing the results with a reference simulation. The reference simulation is an execution with identical parameters, except that reallocation is not performed.

**Jobs finishing earlier:** Percentage of jobs that finished earlier with reallocation than without. This percentage is taken only from the jobs whose completion time changed with reallocation. A value higher than 50% means that there were more jobs finishing early than late.

**Gain on average job response time:** Authors in [80] present the notion of response time. It corresponds to the duration between submission and completion of a job. Complementary to the previous one, the average job response time of the jobs impacted by reallocation relatively to the scenario without reallocation defines the average ratio that the duration of a job can issue. A ratio of 0.8 means that on average, jobs spent 20% less time in the system, thus giving the results faster to the users.

Figure 3.3 illustrates why jobs can be delayed and others can finish earlier onto a platform composed of two clusters. At time 0 a reallocation event is triggered. The task (T) is reallocated from cluster 2 to cluster 1 with a greater number of processors allocated to it according to our algorithm. Thus, some tasks of cluster 2 are advanced in the schedule. On cluster 1, as expected, the task is back-filled. However, assume that the task (F) finishing at time 6 finishes at time 2 because the walltime was wrongly defined. Thus, because of the newly inserted task, the large task on cluster 1 is delayed compared to an execution without reallocation. Note that even with FCFS reallocation can also cause delay. If a job is sent to a cluster, all the jobs submitted after may be delayed. Inversely the job that was reallocated to another cluster now leaves some free space and it may be used by other jobs to diminish their completion time.
3.5 Reallocating Rigid Tasks

In order to evaluate the different scheduling heuristics as well as the two reallocation algorithms, we ran multiple experiments using the workload traces presented in Section 3.4.2. All the jobs are submitted through the middleware, thus the middleware can reallocate any job from one site to another. The number of processors is kept as defined in the traces, only the runtime and walltime are updated in function of the speed of each cluster as defined in Section 3.4.3. Each cluster is managed by a batch scheduler using a CBF policy.

Results on heterogeneous platform where clusters are managed by a batch scheduler using a FCFS policy are presented in [45]. We also performed the experiments with homogeneous clusters (homogeneous in speed, but heterogeneous in size). Results on this can be found in the research report [49].

The experiments we ran are described in Section 3.5.1. We only present in detail the results of the experiments with heterogeneous clusters managed with a batch scheduler using a CBF policy in Section 3.5.2 because they are the most relevant to us. Indeed, CBF is a widely used batch scheduling policy and in a multi-cluster environment, clusters are usually heterogeneous. However, we give a few remarks on the FCFS platform in Section 3.5.3 and on the homogeneous platform in Section 3.5.4.

3.5.1 Experimentation Protocol with Rigid Tasks

In order to compare the different scheduling heuristics as well as the two reallocation mechanisms, we simulated the execution of the reallocation mechanism. We use both reallocation mechanisms with all six scheduling heuristics in different contexts. We studied all the combinations of algorithms with different traces of jobs in an homogeneous and heterogeneous context, as well as in a context where the clusters are managed with an FCFS policy or a CBF policy. Thus, each experiment is a tuple (reallocation algorithm,
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heuristic, platform-trace, platform heterogeneity, batch scheduler). With the experiments without reallocations, this makes a total of $2 \times 6 \times 7 \times 2 \times 2 + 14 = 350$ experiments. In this Thesis, we only give the plots on heterogeneous platforms managed by batch schedulers using a CBF policy, thus the plots correspond to 91 experiments. For all the detailed results on all experiments, refer to [49].

3.5.2 Results on Reallocation of Rigid Tasks on Heterogeneous Platforms

Figure 3.4(a) shows the percentage of jobs whose completion time changed because of reallocations when using the regular algorithm. Figure 3.4(b) shows this percentage when reallocation with all-cancellation is performed. Both algorithms produce similar results. The percentage depends on the trace used and is usually between 10% and 30% with an average close to 17%. The different heuristics also produce close results. This means that the impacted jobs depend on the submissions frequency. If the platform is quite empty, submitted jobs will start execution as soon as they are submitted so reallocation will not take them into account. On the other hand, when the platform is very loaded, most of the jobs do not have the opportunity to be reallocated because other waiting queues may be very loaded too, due to the MCT heuristic applied at submission time.

Figure 3.5(a) shows the relative number of reallocations per experiment using regular. The same job can be reallocated several times. In all cases, the number of reallocations is small compared to the number of tasks of each experiment. The small number of reallocations implies that there should not be too many migrations between clusters thus not overloading the network and local schedulers. Reallocations with all-cancellation are presented in Figure 3.5(b). There are still few reallocations compared to the number of jobs, however, the number of reallocations is higher. With all-cancellation, all waiting queues are reduced to the currently running jobs only and when resubmitting, most jobs can migrate. Without all-cancellation, the waiting queues are longer so jobs have less chances of being reallocated. With both reallocation algorithms, the trace from February produces almost no reallocation because the MCT policy applied to all incoming jobs is sufficient to keep the waiting queues empty.

Figure 3.6(a) shows the percentage of jobs finishing earlier with reallocation than without using the regular algorithm. This percentage only takes into account impacted jobs (cf. Figure 3.4(a)). Thus, a value higher than 50 means that there is more than half of the jobs finishing earlier with reallocation than without. Concerning the heuristics, MinMin-reg gives the best results on average: all the other algorithms are around 3% behind. Figure 3.6(b) shows the percentage of jobs finishing earlier with reallocation than without using all-cancellation. Most of the time, jobs finish earlier than later, with an average of 10% gain. MCT-reg is the heuristic that produces the less jobs early on average. The other heuristics give results close to one another. On average, all-cancellation improves the results compared to regular. If we consider each experiment separately, we can see a clear improvement in the number of cases where reallocation brings a gain on the number of jobs completed earlier.

The relative average response time is compared with no reallocation on jobs impacted by reallocation. A value of 0.85 means that reallocations provide a gain of 15% on the
average response time of the jobs. Figure 3.7(a) shows MCT-reg has the best average. This good result comes from one experiment (January) where it improves a lot the average response time while other heuristics give less satisfactory results. Without this experiment, MCT-reg would give results close to the other heuristics on average. All heuristics are close and none has a big advantage on the others. Still, MCT-reg has a 3% advantage on the second best and can improve the relative average response time by 12% on average.
Figure 3.5 shows the results with all-cancellation. The relative average response time never increased in all experiments. All heuristics give similar results on average, with a difference between the best and the worst of less than 2%. The gain is always at least 4%, and 15% in average. Therefore, we can conclude that reallocation is a good way to take into account errors made on scheduling when tasks are submitted, even with the MCT policy applied to all incoming tasks.
The previous figure (3.7) shows that to decrease the average response time of jobs, the choice of the scheduling heuristic can not really be made based on the results since they are too close. So, the scheduling heuristic of choice would be MCT-reg because of its simplicity of implementation compared to the others as well as its better execution time. However, concerning the reallocation mechanism, all-cancellation is a lot better. On average, it is better than regular and improves the results between 4% and 10%.
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We can conclude from the different cases studied here that all-cancellation usually brings improvement over the regular reallocation algorithm. The drawback of canceling jobs and resubmitting them is that there are more reallocations, thus batch systems are issuing more requests (submissions as well as cancellations). The other drawback of the all-canceling version of the algorithm is that it can produce starvation as presented in Section 3.3.2.1.
3.5.3 Reallocation over FCFS

FCFS is a simple scheduling algorithm that schedules jobs at the end of the waiting queue even if there is a place, earlier in the queue, large enough for the job. So, FCFS tends to have longer waiting queues than CBF. Because of that, there are more jobs to consider for reallocation, and thus, more reallocations are performed. FCFS usually produces twice as much reallocations than CBF. But, even if the number of reallocations is twice bigger, this stays small compared to the total number of jobs. The maximum number of reallocations corresponds to 13.5% of the number of jobs.

Because more reallocations are performed, more jobs are impacted by the process of reallocation. The difference with the number of jobs impacted is smaller than the difference in the number of reallocations which suggests that jobs are moved several times. While using FCFS, more jobs are impacted than with CBF. The difference is higher on homogeneous platforms than on heterogeneous platforms.

Concerning the percentage of jobs finishing earlier when reallocation is performed, it is quite close to the experiments with CBF. The difference is usually less than 3%. However, on the homogeneous platform when using all-cancellation, MinMin, MaxGain, and MaxRelGain provide good results by increasing the percentage of jobs earlier by almost 10% over CBF.

With the regular reallocation algorithm, the gain on the average response time of impacted jobs is close to the one with CBF. The gain is usually a little better with CBF (around 1% on average). However, with all-cancellation, the platform with FCFS benefits more from reallocations. Indeed, the gain is increased by almost 10%. Because CBF executes jobs faster, the gain provided by reallocation is smaller.

On a Grid where clusters are managed by batch schedulers using a FCFS policy, it is also beneficial to perform reallocations. The number of reallocations is reasonable, and the gain is not negligible. In this context, the all-cancellation mechanism has an advantage over the regular one: because all jobs are canceled, better scheduling decisions may be taken thus leaving less holes in the waiting queues. CBF does not benefit from this, because the algorithm itself fills the holes in the queue.

3.5.4 Reallocation on Homogeneous Platforms

Some of the differences between the results on homogeneous and heterogeneous platforms come from the way we implemented the heterogeneity. On homogeneous platforms, we kept the jobs duration that were in the trace files. On the heterogeneous platform, we decrease the execution time of the jobs on the faster clusters. Thus, the global throughput of the platform increases and the waiting queues are emptied faster. Therefore, on homogeneous platforms, there are more jobs waiting. However, if we decided to slow the execution of the jobs on the slower clusters, the heterogeneous platform would have had a smaller global throughput and longer waiting queues. This could change some of the following remarks on the results.

On homogeneous platforms, there are more reallocations as well as more jobs impacted, which is because, as mentioned before, the homogeneous platform global through-
3.6 Reallocating Moldable Tasks

Grid services often consist of remote sequential or rigid parallel application executions. However, moldable parallel applications, linear algebra solvers for example, are of great interest but require dynamic tuning which has mostly to be done dynamically if performance is needed. Thus, their execution on the Grid depends on a remote and transparent submission to a possibly different batch scheduler on each site, and means an automatic tuning of the job according to the local load.

In this section, our goal is to extend previous simulation results and study in details the behavior of some heuristics on moldable jobs. The previous section on reallocation of parallel rigid tasks showed that the best heuristics were MCT and MinMin. The other heuristics present in Section 3.5 gave mitigate results and have the same complexity as MinMin, we argue that they would also give poor results. Thus, we only keep MCT and MinMin.

First, we start by explaining how we manage moldable jobs in our system in Section 3.6.1, and then, we present the characteristics of the experiments in Section 3.6.2. Then, Section 3.6.3 contains the results of simulations of reallocations in heterogeneous Grids. Finally, we give some remarks on the results of simulations in homogeneous envi-
3.6.1 Moldable Jobs Management

In order to execute moldable jobs, it is necessary for the server component to be able to choose the number of processors of the job. To do so, we present how we implemented the research for the most suitable number of processors. Once the server is able to choose the number of processors, we present how we obtained the moldable jobs from traces containing only rigid jobs.

3.6.1.1 Moldable Jobs Management on a Cluster

In [67] authors use moldable jobs to improve the performance in batch systems. The user provides the scheduler $SA$ with a set of possible requests that can be used to schedule a job. Such a request is represented by a number of processors and a walltime. $SA$ chooses the request providing the earliest finish time. In our work, we use the same technique, but the server is able to choose itself the number of processors and walltime.

The choice of the number of processors and walltime is done by the server each time a request arrives, either for the submission of a job or for an estimation of completion time. To determine the number of processors to allocate to the job, the server performs several estimations with different number of processors and returns the best size: the one giving the earliest completion time. To estimate the completion time, the server can directly query the batch scheduler (but this capability is generally not present) or have its own mechanism to compute the estimated completion time by simulating the batch algorithm for example.

The simplest idea to obtain the best size for the job is to perform an exhaustive search: For all possible number of processors (from one to the number of processors of the cluster), the estimation method provides a completion time with regard to the current load of the cluster. This method is simple and will choose the best size for jobs, however, it is time consuming. Indeed, each estimation is not instantaneous. Thus, for a large cluster, the estimation must be done a lot of times and the finding of the number of processors can require a long time.

In [159] the authors benchmark different sizes of the LU application from the NAS parallel benchmarks [7]. Their study shows a strictly increasing speedup up to 32 processors (adding processors always decreases execution time). But after this point, the execution time increases. It is due to the computation to communication ratio of the job becoming too small. This kind of job is not uncommon, thus we consider moldable jobs with strictly increasing speedups until a known number of processors. This maximum limit is usually obtained by benchmarking the applications with different number of processors.

Thus, in order to improve the speed in choosing the number of processors of a task, we can restrict the estimation from one processor to the limit of processors of the job. For jobs that don’t scale very well, this will greatly reduce the number of calls to the estimation method thus reducing the time needed to find the most suitable number of processors.

Because of the hypothesis that speedup is strictly increasing until a maximum number of processors, we propose to perform a binary search on the number of processors to find
how many of them to allocate to the job. Instead of estimating the completion time for each possible number of processors, we start by estimating the time for 1 processor and for the maximum number of processors. Then, we perform a classical binary search on the number of processors. This reduces the number of estimations from $n$ to $\log_2 n$.

In particular cases the binary search will not provide the optimal result because of the back-filling. Let us consider an example in order to illustrate this behavior. Consider a cluster of 5 processors and a job needing 7 minutes to be executed on a single processor. With a perfect parallelism, this job needs 3.5 minutes to run on 2 processors, 2.33 on 3, 1.75 on 4 and 1.4 on 5. Upon submission, the cluster has the load represented by hatched rectangles in Figure 3.8. First, the binary search evaluates the completion time for the job on 1 and 5 processors (top of the figure) and obtains completion times of 7 and 7.4 minutes respectively. Then, the number of processors is set to 3 (middle of 1 and 5). The evaluation returns a completion time of 7.33 (bottom left of the figure). The most promising completion time was obtained with 1 processor, thus the binary search looks between 1 and 3. Finally, the best completion for the tested values time is obtained for 2 processors: 6.5 minutes (bottom right). However, the best possible completion time the job could have is 1.75 minutes with 4 processors. Indeed, with 4 processors, the jobs can start as soon as submitted, but this value was disregarded by the binary search. During our tests to verify the behavior of the binary search on thousands jobs, the results were the same as the exhaustive search which means that the “bad” cases are rare.

If the maximum number of processors of a job is large, using the binary search reduces enormously the number of estimations to do, potentially by orders of magnitude. For example, if a job can be executed on 650 processors the exhaustive search performs 650 estimations of completion time and the binary search performs only 10. The binary search in this case is thus 65 times faster.
3.6.1.2 Obtaining Moldable Jobs from Traces

The jobs contained in the trace files are parallel rigid jobs. So, in order to simulate the moldable jobs, we defined 4 types of jobs using Amdahl’s law \( \text{speedup} = \frac{1}{(1-P) + \frac{P}{N}} \) with \( P \) the fraction of parallel code and \( N \) the number of processors. The law states that the expected speedup of an application is strictly increasing but the increase rate diminishes. The execution time of an application tends to the execution time of the sequential portion of the application when adding more processors.

To obtain the 4 types of moldable jobs, we vary the portion of the jobs that is sequential as well as the limit of processors until the execution time decrease. The different values for the parallel portion of code are 0.8, 0.9, 0.99 and 0.999. Figure 3.9 plots the speedups for the different values of parallel code for different number of processors. Note that the y-axis is log-scaled. The figure shows that there is some point where the speedup increase becomes negligible. For the limits, we chose to use 32, 96, 256, and 650 processors. These values were chosen in accordance to the gain on the execution time of adding one processor. When the gain becomes really small, chances are that the internal communications of the job will take most of the time and slow down the task. Furthermore, the 650 limit is given by the size of the largest cluster of our simulations. So, the 4 types of jobs we consider are 4 couples (parallel portion, limit of processors): \( t_1: (0.8, 32) \), \( t_2: (0.9, 96) \), \( t_3: (0.99, 256) \) and \( t_4: (0.999, 650) \).

In the traces, there are more tasks using a small number of processors than tasks using a lot of processors. Thus, each job from the trace files was given a moldable type. In each simulation we present, there are 50% of jobs of type \( t_1 \), 30% of type \( t_2 \), 15% of type \( t_3 \) and 5% of type \( t_4 \). The type of a job is chosen randomly. In order to keep a more realistic set of jobs, we decided to keep the sequential jobs of the traces sequential. All the characteristics...
of the jobs are summarized in Table 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job type</th>
<th>Parallelism</th>
<th>Limit</th>
<th>Repartition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t_1 )</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_2 )</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_3 )</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_4 )</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 – The four types of moldable jobs.

During the simulations, the server uses information from both the traces and the type of the job to choose a suitable number of processors and a walltime for the job. In order to do so, the server uses the binary search described in Section 3.6.1.1 to choose a number of processors and uses the following process to choose the walltime: first, it computes the speedup of the job in the trace file using Amdahl’s law, the type of the job and the number of processors: \( spd = \text{amdahl}(p, n_t) \) with \( p \) the parallel portion of the code and \( n_t \) the number of processors used in the trace file. Second, the server computes the walltime of the job on one processor: \( w_1 = w_{n_t} \times spd \). Third, the server computes the speedup of the job for the current number of processors chosen by the binary search: \( spd_b = \text{amdahl}(p, n_b) \). Finally, the server computes the walltime for the job: \( w_b = \frac{w_1}{spd_b} \).

To obtain the actual execution time for the moldable jobs, we keep the same difference ratio as the one in the trace file. Thus if the runtime of a job was twice smaller than walltime in the trace file, it will also be twice smaller than the walltime in the simulations, independently of the number of processors chosen for the job. Furthermore, the runtime and walltime are modified in accordance with the speed of the cluster given in Section 3.4.3.

3.6.2 Experimentation Protocol with Moldable Tasks

On real life sites, tasks can be either submitted by a Grid middleware or by local users. Thus, we investigate the differences in behavior of our mechanism depending on heuristics: on dedicated platforms, where all tasks have been submitted through our middleware; on non dedicated platforms where two third of the jobs issued from the traces are directly submitted through batch schedulers, simulating the local users.

Because we select the type of the jobs (see Section 3.6.1.2 for the different types of moldable jobs) randomly we perform all experiments 10 times with a different random seed. We also select randomly which jobs are submitted to the middleware or used as external load on the local clusters in the case of a non dedicated environment.

An experiment is a tuple (reallocation algorithm, heuristic, platform-trace, platform heterogeneity, dedicated, seed) where the seed is used to draw the type of a job in the trace, and concerning non dedicated platform, to draw if a job is submitted to the middleware or directly to the local scheduler. We used 10 different random seeds, hence, in addition to the reference experiment using MCT without reallocation, we conducted \( 28 + 2 \times 2 \times 7 \times 2 \times 10: 1158 \) experiments in total. In this thesis, we only detail the results for the heterogeneous context, thus the figures we present correspond to 574 experiments.
Executing MinMin is very slow, so to have a reasonable reallocation time, MinMin is executed only on a subset of the waiting jobs. We decided that a reallocation phase should not take more than one minute, so in this thesis, MinMin is executed on the 20 oldest waiting jobs. The estimations of completion times of all the remaining jobs have to be updated at each iteration thus limiting the jobs taken into account reduces the number of updates to perform. Because the all-cancellation algorithm needs to resubmit all jobs, it executes the heuristic on the 20 oldest jobs and then the remaining jobs are processed in their original submission order, leading to a MCT policy.

### 3.6.3 Results on Reallocation of Moldable Tasks on Heterogeneous Platforms

In this section, we present the results of the simulations performed to assess the performance of reallocation of moldable tasks. First, we present the results on dedicated platforms in Section 3.6.3.1. Then, Section 3.6.3.2 contains the results for non-dedicated platforms.

Figures in this section show the minimum, the maximum, the median, the lower, and higher quartiles and the average of the 10 runs of each experiment. Concerning the figures in non-dedicated platforms, results only take into account the jobs submitted to the Grid middleware. External jobs submitted directly to the local resource managers are not represented in the plots.

#### 3.6.3.1 Dedicated Platforms

In this section, clusters are heterogeneous in number of processors and in speed (cf. Section 3.4.3). All requests are done to our Grid middleware, thus there is no local job submitted directly to the batch schedulers.

The percentage of jobs impacted is shown in Figure 3.10. In six experiments for the two traces March and June, extreme cases appear where almost 100% of the jobs were impacted by reallocation. This happens when the platform has a few phases with no job, during holiday periods for example. If there are always jobs waiting, the reallocation is able to move jobs more often thus impacting a bigger portion of the jobs. Apart from these cases, the number of jobs impacted varies between the traces from 25% to 95%. All-cancellation algorithms usually impact more jobs. MinMin-can impacts more jobs on average than the other heuristics. MCT-reg and MinMin-reg have close results.

The number of reallocations relative to the total number of jobs is plotted in Figure 3.11. All-cancellation algorithms always produce more reallocations. The regular algorithms give results inferior than 15% so the number of reallocations is quite small compared to the total number of jobs, thus limiting the transfers. However, with the all-cancellation algorithms, it is possible to go to a value as high as 50%. Because all-cancellation empties the waiting queues, more jobs have the opportunity to be reallocated. With the regular algorithms, jobs close to execution have a very small chance of being reallocated. The regular version of the reallocation algorithm is better on this metric.

Figure 3.12 plots the percentage of jobs early. In this case, 3 experiments produce more jobs late than early. In April without all-cancellation there are always more jobs late (less than 4% on average) when reallocation is performed. However in most cases, it is better to
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Figure 3.10 – Jobs impacted on dedicated platforms.

Figure 3.11 – Reallocations on dedicated platforms.

reallocate. MinMin-reg gives the worst results. It is followed by MCT-reg, then MinMin-can and finally MCT-can is the best with up to 64% of tasks early on average in March.

Concerning the average relative response time, the plot in Figure 3.13 shows a clear improvement in most cases. Excluding MinMin-reg, most gains are comprised between 10% and 40%. On average, MCT-can is the best heuristic. The reallocation without all-cancellation can worsen the average response time. It happened in 6 experiments (3 with MCT-reg and 3 with MinMin-reg). The loss is small for MCT-reg (less than 5%) thus it
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Figure 3.12 – Percentage of jobs early on dedicated platforms.

is not a problem. The all-cancellation versions are always better than their corresponding regular algorithm except in February for MCT-reg. Some experiments present a gain on the average response time while there were more jobs late than early (MCT-reg in April for example): The gains were high enough to compensate for the late jobs.

Figure 3.13 – Relative average response time on dedicated platforms.

Results in this section show that we can expect even more gains with moldable jobs that with rigid tasks presented in Section 3.5.2. Indeed, for the same platforms and jobs, gains
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are more important with moldable jobs. Because moldable jobs add even more dynamism to an already uncertain environment, reallocation is even more important. When rigid jobs can not be moved because a hole in the queue is too small, a moldable one may be modified and moved, thus improving the global schedule. The MCT heuristic gives better results than MinMin because it takes more jobs into account. However even for MinMin-can where all the jobs are resubmitted, MCT-can stays better. Therefore, it confirms the result already found in Section 3.5.2 that using a simple scheduling heuristic such a MCT is enough.

3.6.3.2 Non Dedicated Platforms

In this section, we present the results on non dedicated platforms where 33% of the jobs executed on the Grid platform are moldable and submitted to the Grid middleware. Moldable jobs are chosen randomly, and the other jobs are submitted to the batch schedulers as they were defined in the trace files.

The percentage of jobs impacted by reallocation is plotted in Figure 3.14. The two all-cancellation heuristics impact more jobs than the regular ones, but the difference is really small. There is one experiment in March where MinMin-reg impacts almost all jobs: a scheduling decision taken at the beginning of the experiment impacts all the following job completion dates. For a given trace, the number of impacted jobs usually does not vary a lot.

![Figure 3.14 – Jobs impacted on non dedicated platforms.](image)

Figure 3.15 plots the number of reallocations relative to the total number of moldable jobs. The number of reallocations is very small. In most cases, there are only a few dozens reallocations. The all-cancellation algorithms always reallocate more than the regular versions, but not by far. In a lot of cases, the number of reallocations corresponds to less than 1% of the number of jobs. Thus, on a non dedicated platform, the reallocation mechanism
does not produce many transfers.

Figure 3.15 – Reallocations on non dedicated platforms.

Most experiments except the worst case for PWA-G5K and March with MinMin-reg result in more than half of the jobs early as we can see in Figure 3.16. The 90% jobs late in March with MinMin-reg are from the same experiment where almost all jobs were impacted in Figure 3.14. Most experiments exhibit a percentage of jobs early close to 70%. All-cancellation again produces less jobs early than regular. MCT-reg and MinMin-reg are the two heuristics of choice, but MinMin-reg gives mitigate results for PWA-G5K so MCT-reg is a better choice.

Figure 3.17 shows that the different heuristics give results close to one another on the relative average response time. All-cancellation heuristics usually have a smaller difference between the minimum and the maximum gains. Depending on the experiment, results vary a lot. In some experiments, the average response time is divided by more than two, but in other it is augmented by 40% in the worst case. However on all experiments, the average gain is positive. Thus reallocation is expected to provide a gain. Because all heuristics give very close results, the best one to use is MCT-reg. It is the simplest and the fastest to execute.

In the previous figures (Figures 3.16 and 3.17), we can see that the response time may be very different from the percentage of jobs early. In January for example, there is a majority of jobs early, and the average response time is improved. However, in June, jobs early are also dominant, but the average response time is actually worse than without reallocation. This means that the jobs that were delayed were delayed by a long time which over compensates the number of jobs early. In the PWA-G5K trace however, there are almost as many jobs early than late, but the average response time is reduced by almost 10%.
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3.6.4 Reallocating Moldable Jobs on Homogeneous Platforms

We ran the same experiments as the ones in the previous section, but on homogeneous platforms. Clusters are homogeneous in speed but have different numbers of processors. Heterogeneity between the clusters was designed the same way as for rigid tasks in Section 3.5.4. Therefore, homogeneous platforms are also slower than the heterogeneous ones. Also, as before, the jobs can be migrated from one cluster to another more easily because
changing cluster will not change the duration of the job (except if the number of processors is changed during this process).

On a dedicated platform, the percentage of jobs impacted by reallocation is higher by often around 10% on homogeneous platform than on an heterogeneous one. In the non dedicated case, if there are more than 20% of the jobs impacted in the heterogeneous case, the homogeneous platform increases this number. However, under 20%, the results are very close on the two platforms. These observations are a logic consequence of the easier reallocation and the higher number of jobs in the queues.

More reallocations appear in the homogeneous context than on the heterogeneous one. In the dedicated environment, the relative number of reallocations is twice higher than in the heterogeneous context. The most extreme case is in June with MinMin-can where the value on this metric reaches 150% of reallocations, meaning than on average each job was moved 1.5 times. In the non dedicated environment, the number of reallocations is just higher by a few percents than on the homogeneous platform.

The percentage of jobs early is higher by few percents in the homogeneous experiments on a dedicated platform. For the non dedicated case, both platforms provide similar results. Exactly the same results emerges for the average job response time where in the dedicated case the homogeneous gives better results, and in the non dedicated environment results are very close. The same patterns as the ones on heterogeneous platform paper emerge: on dedicated platform, MCT-can and MinMin-can give the best results. MCT-reg produces less gains, and the worst is MinMin-can. On non-dedicated platform, all heuristics give similar results.

3.7 Summary

In this Chapter, we presented a reallocation mechanism used on any multi-cluster Grid without modifying the underlying infrastructure. Our solution has the same architecture than the GridRPC standard, so the implementation in a GridRPC compliant middleware is facilitated. Users requests are managed by the middleware which transforms them in submissons to a batch scheduler. The scheduling of parallel jobs can be tuned automatically by the Grid middleware each time they are submitted to the local resource manager (which implies also each time a job is migrated). We achieve this goal by only querying batch schedulers with simple submission or cancellation requests. Users ask the middleware to execute some service and the middleware manages the job automatically.

We have investigated two reallocations algorithms, the key difference between them being that one, regular, cancels a task once it is sure that the expected completion time is better on another cluster, and the other, all-cancellation, cancels all waiting jobs before testing reallocation. We also considered several scheduling heuristics to make the decision of which job to consider for migration to another site. We conducted numerous experiments and analyzed them on 4 different metrics. These experiments were conducted using a simulator compatible with the GridRPC architecture and taking as input real workload traces from different origins.

We studied two kind of jobs. First, we considered rigid jobs where the walltime of
the jobs is tuned automatically with regards to the speed of the cluster where it will be executed. Simulations results on this kind of jobs show that reallocation often provides a substantial gain on the average response time of the jobs. Indeed, in most experiments the average response time was reduced between 5% and 15% with maximum gains of a factor two. This good results are obtained without performing many reallocations: the number of reallocations corresponds only to a few percents of the number of jobs present in the middleware.

Then, we studied reallocation of moldable jobs. We started by giving a solution to manage efficiently moldable jobs in the middleware. In this case, the middleware not only adjusts the walltime of the jobs with regards to the speed of the cluster, but it also adjusts the number of processors of the jobs. With this kind of jobs, results are even better than with rigid jobs in a platform entirely managed by the middleware. The average response time is reduced by more than 20% in most experiments. In non dedicated platforms where only one third of the jobs are managed by the middleware, the diminution of the average job response time is smaller, but the gain stays non negligible nonetheless. Indeed, it can go from almost nothing to a 50% gain.

Results with both rigid and moldable jobs have similar conclusions:

First, the reallocation mechanism is profitable for users. Reallocating waiting jobs usually brings an improvement of at least 10% on the average response time of jobs. In the best cases, it can even improve this metric by 75%. The percentage of jobs early is also improved when reallocation is performed. In most setups, the users can expect more than half of their jobs to finish earlier than without reallocation. The improvement on these metrics is important for the users because they obtain their results faster. So, implementing the reallocation in a middleware will improve the user’s satisfaction with the system.

The second common observation is that the all-cancellation algorithm works better than the regular one in a dedicated environment on the average response time and the percentage of jobs finishing earlier. However, all-cancellation generates more reallocations. The improvement on the average response time is usually higher by 10%, and the amount of reallocation is often doubled compared to regular, but stays small compared to the total number of jobs. Thus, in a dedicated environment, the all-cancellation should be used by the middleware in order to provide the best results to the users.

Another recurring observation is that it is not necessary to use complicated scheduling heuristics to select the order of the jobs to reallocate. The MCT heuristic that takes jobs in their original submission order provides very good results. Using offline scheduling heuristics often does not improve the results. Moreover, the reallocation time needed by such heuristic is longer and requires more network communications because it is necessary to update all the jobs information for each reallocation. MinMin provides good results in some of the experiments, but usually not enough to compensate with its long execution time. Therefore, the reallocation mechanism implemented in a middleware should use the MCT scheduling heuristic.

To facilitate the implementation, we gave directions to follow to implement the reallocation mechanism in the DIET middleware. DIET already provides most of the features required by the reallocation mechanism. The work remaining to be done is the extension of the Master Agent implementing the reallocation mechanism itself. When the it will be im-
implemented, our simulations show that DIET is expected to provide even better performance that it already is.
In this chapter, we describe and evaluate different scheduling policies regarding a climatology application. In particular, we describe two layers of scheduling. A first layer is used to schedule multiple parallel simulations on a single cluster or parallel machine. The second layer is used to schedule the simulations on several heterogeneous clusters. We compare different heuristics and show that the Knapsack representation provides the best schedule on clusters while a simple repartition algorithm is really beneficial for the usage of multiple clusters.

In a later part, we describe the implementation that was realized in the DIET middleware, and we compare the simulations with the real life experiments. These experiments were performed on the french research Grid: GRID’5000. Technical difficulties were encountered during experiments, so we also present the solutions we developed to solve these problems.
4.1 Introduction

In the previous part of the thesis, we saw that providing a generic way to reallocate jobs across a Grid is beneficial to the users. In this chapter, we focus on another aspect of scheduling. We consider a Grid platform where we already have reservations done. In this dedicated environment, we want to take a particular application and propose efficient scheduling policies for its execution. We use a real life application, namely “Ocean-Atmosphere” which is a climatology application developed at CERFACS ¹ (Centre Européen de Recherche et Formation Avancées en Calcul Scientifique).

The context of this study is the same as for the task reallocation presented in Chapter 3. We consider a distributed environment composed of several heterogeneous clusters. The solution we want to propose is still designed to be automatically executed by a Grid middleware. Furthermore, the application is moldable, thus the middleware decides of the number of processors allocated to Ocean-Atmosphere. However, for this study, we consider that we dispose of resources exclusively dedicated to the execution of the application. Resources may have been reserved by a resource manager and we try to optimize their usage.

The objective of this chapter is twofolds:

1. Our first concern is to provide efficient scheduling heuristics for the Ocean-Atmosphere application. The application is computation intensive and was designed to be executed on parallel machines. We want to execute several independent instances of the application differing by the input parameters. With proper scheduling heuristics, we aim at executing the application on clusters as efficiently as possible because the time allocated to an application is often limited on a parallel machine due to resource sharing constraints with other users. In order to still improve the execution time, we want to execute simulations in parallel using several clusters. Thus, we need to provide a second layer of scheduling to take into account the multiple heterogeneous clusters.
   The results of this work were presented in [43], with a detailed version available as a research report in [44].

2. The second objective regarding the Ocean-Atmosphere application is the implementation of the scheduling heuristics in a Grid middleware. Accessing a Grid can be complicated, thus providing an easy way to launch and execute the application is important. To reach this goal, we implemented the scheduling heuristics in the DIET GridRPC middleware thus providing an efficient access to the Grid to execute Ocean-Atmosphere. Also, we compare the real executions with the simulations.
   Results on this topic were published in [46]. Furthermore, a poster of this work was presented in [65]. A fully detailed version is available as a research report in [47].

¹ http://www.cerfacs.fr
4.1.1 Ocean-Atmosphere

Ocean-Atmosphere is a climatology application developed at CERFACS. It uses General Circulation Models (GCM) to better understand the climate natural variability or anthropogenic effects such as climate change for the next centuries. It uses different specialized models to be as accurate as possible.

The climate simulation mainly deals with models of the atmosphere and the oceans. Ocean-Atmosphere also includes models for the continental surface through ISBA [74], sea ice with LIM [84], and river routing using TRIP [136].

The atmospheric component is the ARPEGE-Climat Atmospheric General Circulation Model [76] developed at Météo-France, the french meteorological service. The model discretizes space in order to simulate atmospheric movements. The other main component is the oceanic model used to compute heat movements in oceans. Ocean-Atmosphere uses the ORCA2 configuration from the NEMO Oceanic General Circulation Model [125] developed at CNRS, the national french research institute.

Each model discretizes space and time differently. Thus, they are coupled through the OASIS 3.0 coupler [167] which ensures time synchronization between the different General Circulation Models and performs spatial interpolations from one horizontal discretization to another. OASIS provides the coupling between the different models in the manner described in Figure 4.1: ARPEGE-ISBA sends data to TRIP to simulate the overflowing of water reserves; TRIP communicates with NEMO-LIM to simulate the discharge of rivers into seas and oceans; NEMO-LIM sends data to ARPEGE-ISBA to compute the surface temperature and the ice coverage; ARPEGE-ISBA sends the appropriate data to NEMO-LIM to model water and energy flows (except rivers).

![Figure 4.1 – OASIS coupling between the different models.](image)

Imperfection of the models and global insufficiency of observations make it difficult to tune model parametrization with precision. Uncertainty on climate response to greenhouse gases can be investigated by performing an ensemble prediction. This probabilistic method consists in launching a set of simulations in parallel with varying parameters.

As it was shown in [115] with the Met Unified Model GCM, the parameter with the most notable effect on climate sensitivity is the entrainment coefficient in clouds. In this
way, each simulation has a distinct physical parametrization in clouds dynamics, with a different convective nebulosity coefficient. By comparing these independent scenarios, climatologists expect to have a better understanding of the relations between the variation in this parametrization with the variation in climate sensitivity to greenhouse gases.

Each scenario models the evolution of the present climate followed by the 21st century. The present climate is simulated from 1950 to 2007 and is used to ensure that the parameters of the simulations are good enough to avoid a large deviation from reality and give better confidence in results.

An example output of Ocean-Atmosphere is given in Figure 4.2. The figure shows the (simulated) mean difference of temperature between 2100 and 2120. Simulations show a classical spatial pattern of global warming, strengthened on Northern hemisphere land points and Arctic sea.

![Figure 4.2 – Mean temperature difference between years 2100-2120 and control simulation.](image)

### 4.1.2 Objectives Regarding Scheduling for Ocean-Atmosphere

In order to execute several simulations in parallel, on one or more clusters, a large number of resources is required. The usual way to execute Ocean-Atmosphere is on a supercomputer. However, we want to perform numerous simulations in parallel, so a single machine may not suffice. Thus, using different clusters interconnected into a Grid is a solution. We use GRID’5000 as a testbed to execute the numerous simulations. GRID’5000 has several clusters interconnected with high bandwidth networks as presented in Section 2.3.2.

In order to launch simulations easily, we developed a service in the DIET GridRPC middleware presented in Section 2.3.3.3. Furthermore, because resources usage is limited
in time, we provide efficient scheduling heuristics to have the minimum makespan. The rest of this chapter is organized as follow: first, we present the model we derived from the application in Section 4.2. Then, we present some works on scheduling related to our model in Section 4.3. Next, we present the different scheduling strategies used to schedule the application on a cluster and on a Grid in Section 4.4. These heuristics are then evaluated in Section 4.5. Finally, we present real experiments conducted on GRID’5000 in Section 4.6 before summarizing the chapter in Section 4.7.

4.2 Architecture and Model of the Application

Our objective is to execute independent simulations of present climate followed by the 21st century, for a total of 150 years from 1950 to 2100. Each 150 years simulation is called a scenario and takes different input parameters. Each scenario combines 1800 parallel simulations of one month each (150×12) launched one after the other. Results from the n-th monthly simulation are the initial conditions of the (n+1)-th monthly simulation. An experiment corresponds to the execution of different scenarios. The number of months to be simulated and the number of scenarios may be changed by the user.

As shown in Figure 4.3(a), a monthly simulation can be divided into a pre-processing phase, a main-processing parallel task, and a post-processing phase of analysis. During the pre-processing phase, input files are updated and gathered in a single working directory by concatenate_atmospheric_input_files (caif) and the model parametrization is modified by modify_parameters (mp). The whole-processing phase only takes few seconds. The main-processing task process_coupled_run (pcr) performs a one month long integration of the climate models (ARPEGE, TRIP, NEMO, . . . ). The post-processing phase consists of 3 tasks. First, a conversion phase convert_output_format (cof) where each diagnostic file coming from the different elements of the climate model is standardized in a self-describing format. Then, an analysis phase extract_minimum_information (emi) where global or regional means on key regions are processed. Finally, a compression phase compress_diags (cd) where the volume of model diagnostic files is drastically reduced to facilitate storage and transfers.

ARPEGE code is fully parallel (using the MPI communication library), while OPA, TRIP, and the OASIS coupler are sequential applications (in the chosen configuration of our climate model). Thus, the execution time of process_coupled_run depends on the number of processors allocated to the atmospheric model.

Figure 4.3(a) shows the different tasks during the execution of a month simulation (nodes) and the data dependencies (edges) between two consecutive months. Numbers after the name of each task represents a possible duration of the tasks in seconds. These times have been benchmarked on a given cluster and can obviously change if the resources change (power, number of nodes, . . . ). However, the duration ratio between the different tasks remains the same with different hardware configurations. Given the really short duration of the pre-processing phase compared to the execution time of the main-processing task, we decided to merge them all in a single meta-task. The same decision was taken for the 3 post-processing tasks. So, in regard of the model, there are now 2 tasks: the main-
processing task and the post-processing task. Figure 4.3(b) presents the new dependencies between tasks after merging them together. As the figure shows, the problem is to schedule independent chains composed of parallel tasks.

![Task dependencies diagram](image)

(a) Two consecutive monthly simulations. (b) Merged tasks.

Figure 4.3 – Task dependencies (a) before; and (b) after merging tasks.

4.3 Related Work on Concurrent DAGs Scheduling

The execution of a scenario is represented by the execution of a DAG containing sequential tasks and data parallel tasks. A Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) represents data dependencies between different tasks. Because we aim at executing several scenarios at the same time, we have both tasks and data parallelism involved in the execution of the application. Thus, our scheduling heuristics must take both aspects into account.

To schedule multiple DAGs, authors in [175] present different methods. First, it is possible to schedule DAGs one after another on the resources. Another possibility is to concurrently schedule the DAGs. It is also possible to link all the entry tasks of the DAGs to an unique entry node and do the same with the exit nodes. Then, the new resulting DAG is scheduled.

In [141], a two steps approach is described to handle the scheduling of applications presenting mixed parallelism (task and data parallelism). First, the number of processors on which a data-parallel task should be executed is computed, and then, a list scheduling heuristic is used to map the tasks onto processors. In [143], an approach of scheduling task graphs is proposed. For series compositions, the tasks are allocated the whole set of processors, while for parallel compositions, the processors are partitioned into disjoint sets on which the tasks are scheduled. In [139], a one step algorithm is proposed (Critical Path Reduction - CPR) for scheduling DAGs with data-parallel tasks onto homogeneous platforms. This algorithm allocates an increasing number of resources to the tasks on the critical path and stops once the makespan is not improved anymore. In [140], a two steps
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An algorithm is proposed (Critical Path and Area based Scheduling - CPA). First the number of processors allocated to each data-parallel tasks is determined. In the second step, the tasks are scheduled on resources using a list scheduling heuristic: tasks are given a rank, sorted in a list and scheduled in the order of the list. The most well known list scheduling heuristic is the Heterogeneous-Earliest-Finish-Time (HEFT) heuristic where the rank of each task corresponds to its expected completion time [165]. Authors in [60] compare 19 algorithms using makespan, average stretch, and max stretch. However, their environment is composed on several heterogeneous clusters and scheduling decisions are done using different algorithms designed for heterogeneous platforms.

On pipelined data parallel tasks, authors in [157] propose a dynamic programming solution for the problem of minimizing the latency with a throughput constraint and present a near optimal solution to the problem of maximizing the throughput with a latency constraint on homogeneous platforms. Several aspects must be kept in mind when mapping the tasks of a pipeline on the resources. Subchains of consecutive tasks in the pipeline can be clustered into modules (which could thus reduce communications and improve latency) and the resources can be split into the resulting modules. Resources available to a module can be divided into several groups, on which processes will alternate data sets, improving the throughput but reducing the latency.

The algorithm we present in this chapter is close to the ones presented in this section. We first compute the best grouping of processors, and then map tasks on these groups. Algorithms such as CPA and CPR are not applicable here because they would create as many groups as simulations. We show that the speedup of our application is super-linear, so, having as many groups as scenarios will be a bad solution. The algorithms would not take advantage of the repeating structure of our application. Therefore, the algorithms presented briefly in this section would lead to bad results.

4.4 Scheduling Strategies

This section presents the scheduling strategies developed specifically for the Ocean-Atmosphere application. Because the scheduling is application specific, it will not be embedded in the scheduling core of the middleware, but in the client part of the application. In order to obtain execution times for the application, we start by presenting benchmarks in Section 4.4.1. Then, in Section 4.4.2 we present heuristics to schedule the application in an homogeneous context (execution on a cluster). Finally, we present an algorithm to divide the simulations across multiple clusters in Section 4.4.3 (execution on the Grid).

4.4.1 Benchmarks for Ocean-Atmosphere

The target platform is GRID’5000, so we performed the benchmarks on different clusters of this Grid. Each cluster is composed of homogeneous processors. However, clusters are different one from another. The targeted clusters either have 2 or 4 cores per node (mono-core bi-processor or bi-core bi-processor). Table 4.1 presents the hardware used on 7 clusters of GRID’5000. All clusters have a GNU/Linux operating system.
### Table 4.1 – Clusters hardware description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Processor Type</th>
<th># Nodes</th>
<th># Cores</th>
<th>Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capricorne</td>
<td>AMD Opt. 246 2.0 GHz</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagittaire</td>
<td>AMD Opt. 250 2.4 GHz</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicon</td>
<td>AMD Opt. 285 2.6 GHz</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>4 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chit</td>
<td>AMD Opt. 252 2.6 GHz</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grillon</td>
<td>AMD Opt. 246 2.0 GHz</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grelon</td>
<td>Intel Xeon 1.6 GHz</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azur</td>
<td>AMD Opt. 246 2.0 GHz</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.4 shows the time needed to compute a main-task on the clusters presented in Table 4.1 depending on the number of resources assigned to its execution. The execution time of any task is assumed to include the time to access the data, the time to redistribute it to processors, the computing time, and the time needed to store the resulting data. We can see that the speedup of a main-task is superlinear: when doubling the number of resources, the time needed to execute a main-task is divided by more than two. With 5 processors on Grillon, 4205 seconds are needed and with 10 processors, only 1502. The corresponding speedup is almost 2.8. This superlinear speedup comes from the fact that a main-task needs at least 4 processors, since 3 are used by TRIP, OPA, and OASIS (one processor per model), and the remaining resources are taken by ARPEGE. Thus, with 4 processors, only one is used by ARPEGE, but with 8 processors, 5 are available for ARPEGE. This explains the superlinear speedup of a main-task. Figure 4.4 does not plot the execution time with more than 11 processors because after that point it stays constant for some time and start increasing when communications become predominant over the computations.

#### 4.4.2 Scheduling on Homogeneous Platforms

Our goal in the context of an homogeneous platform is to minimize the overall makespan and also keep fairness among the multiple executions, meaning we want all scenarios to progress at approximately the same speed. The homogeneous platform we consider is a cluster composed of $R$ resources and data on a cluster are available to all of its nodes.

The idea of this scheduling algorithm is to divide the $R$ resources of the platform into disjoint groups on which main-tasks will be executed. We compute the makespan by testing each possibility for the number and the size of groups and the one leading to the smallest makespan is chosen. We assume that all main-tasks are executed on the same number of processors, meaning that all groups have the same size. Hence, all main-tasks will take the same time to be executed. Instead of giving more resources to tasks on the critical path of the application as in [139, 140], we decide of the best grouping size and then choose in which order to execute the tasks.

To obtain fairness, when a group of resources becomes idle, we schedule the next task of the less advanced DAG on this group. Since it is an homogeneous platform, scheduling the less advanced task is the same as a Round Robin. In our case, we are going to test all the possible groupings of resources, compute the makespan for each grouping and then choose
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Figure 4.4 – Time needed to execute a main-task on different clusters of Grid’5000.

4.4.2.1 Notations

To compute the makespan for a given size of group, we use the following notations:
- $NS$ - number of independent scenarios;
- $NM$ - number of months in each scenario;
- $R$ - total number of processors;
- $R_1$ - number of processors ($\leq R$) allocated to the main-tasks;
- $R_2$ - number of processors ($\leq R$) allocated to the post-processing tasks;
- $nb_{\text{max}}$ - number of groups dedicated to the main-tasks execution;
- $G$ - number of processors allocated to a group to execute a main-task;
- $T_G$ - execution time of a main-task on $G$ processors;
- $T_P$ - execution time for a post-processing task.

In order to facilitate the understanding of the equations, we define additional notations to reduce their size:
- $nb_{\text{tasks}}$ - number of each type of task ($nb_{\text{tasks}} = NS \times NM$);
- $nb_{\text{last}}$ - number of groups used on the last iteration of the main-processing tasks ($nb_{\text{last}} = nb_{\text{tasks}} \mod nb_{\text{max}}$).

We cannot process more than $NS$ simulations simultaneously, thus we obtain the value $nb_{\text{max}} = \min\{NS, \lfloor R/G \rfloor\}$. The number of resources allocated to main-tasks is $R_1 = nb_{\text{max}} \times G$. The remaining resources are allocated to post-processing tasks, so we have $R_2 = R - R_1$. 
To compute the makespan for a given group size, two cases arise depending on the number of resources. In the first case, all the processors are used for the execution of the main-tasks \((R_2 = 0)\), thus post-processing tasks are postponed. In the second case, part of the post-processing tasks are scheduled to be executed in parallel of the main-tasks \((R_2 \neq 0)\).

### 4.4.2.2 Post-processing Tasks Postponed

In this case, all the main-tasks are executed first \((R_2 = 0)\), followed by the post-processing tasks. The makespan of the main-tasks is given by:

\[
MS_{\text{multi}} = \left\lceil \frac{\text{nb}_{\text{tasks}}}{\text{nb}_{\text{max}}} \right\rceil \times T_G \tag{4.1}
\]

If on the last iteration of the main-tasks all the groups are used \((\text{nb}_{\text{last}} = 0)\), the makespan is given by:

\[
MS = MS_{\text{multi}} + \left\lceil \frac{\text{nb}_{\text{tasks}}}{R} \right\rceil \times T_P \tag{4.2}
\]

Figure 4.5 illustrates the schedule produced in this case.

![Figure 4.5 – Makespan without any processor allocated to post-processing tasks.](image)

When the last iteration for the execution of main-tasks leaves some free processors \((\text{nb}_{\text{last}} \neq 0)\), post-processing tasks start executing. A total of \(\text{remPost}\) post-processing tasks do not fit on the \(R_{\text{left}} = R - \text{nb}_{\text{last}} \times G\) resources left by the main-tasks. \(\text{remPost}\) includes both newly produced output from the last set of main-tasks and the number of tasks that could not be executed during the last iteration:

\[
\text{remPost} = \text{nb}_{\text{last}} + \max \left\{ 0, \text{nb}_{\text{tasks}} - \text{nb}_{\text{last}} - \left\lfloor \frac{T_G}{T_P} \right\rfloor \times R_{\text{left}} \right\} \tag{4.3}
\]

The makespan in this situation corresponds to the duration to process all the main-tasks and the time needed to process the \(\text{remPost}\) post-processing tasks on \(R\) resources:
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\[ MS = MS_{multi} + \left\lceil \frac{\text{remPost}}{R} \right\rceil \times TP \quad (4.4) \]

Figure 4.6 shows the resources left unoccupied during the last iteration of the algorithm. Post-processing tasks are scheduled on these idle resources.

\[ MS = MS_{multi} + \left\lceil \frac{N_{\text{overpass}} + nb_{\text{max}}}{R} \right\rceil \times TP \quad (4.5) \]

When there are idle resources during the last iteration of the main-tasks \((nb_{\text{last}} \neq 0)\), a total of \(N_{\text{overpass}} = \max\{0, (n-2) \times (nb_{\text{max}} - N_{\text{possible}})\}\) post-processing tasks corresponding to the first \(n-2\) sets of main-tasks will overpass the execution of the \(n - 2\)
iterations already done. $n$ is the total number of iterations needed to execute all the main-tasks. It corresponds to $n = \lceil nb_{tasks}/nb_{max} \rceil$.

Along with the $nb_{max}$ post-processing tasks from the last complete set of simultaneous main-tasks, this gives a total of $N_{overtot} = N_{overpass} + nb_{max}$ tasks that should be scheduled starting on the resources left unoccupied in the last iteration of main-tasks ($R_{left} = R - G \times nb_{last}$). Figure 4.7 shows an example of $N_{overpass}$ and $N_{overtot}$ tasks that remain to be scheduled. The final schedule is presented in Figure 4.8.

![Figure 4.7 – Post-processing tasks overpassing.](image1)

![Figure 4.8 – Final schedule.](image2)

On each processor of the $R_{left}$ remaining ones, $\lfloor T_G/T_P \rfloor$ post-processing tasks can be executed during the last iteration of main-tasks. Remaining tasks along with the newly produced post-processing tasks corresponding to the last (incomplete) set of main-tasks ($nb_{last}$) is:
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\[ \text{remPost} = \text{nb}_{\text{last}} + \max \left\{ 0, N_{\text{overtot}} - \left( \left\lceil \frac{T_G}{T_P} \right\rceil \times R_{\text{left}} \right) \right\} \]  

(4.6)

Finally, the global makespan is given by:

\[ MS = MS_{\text{multi}} + \left\lceil \frac{\text{remPost}}{R} \right\rceil \times T_P \]  

(4.7)

The 8 possibilities for the parameter \( G \) from 4 to 11 (Ocean-Atmosphere needs at least 4 processors to work properly) are tested using the previous formulas and the one yielding the smallest makespan is chosen. The optimal grouping for a number of resources going from 11 to 120 for a number of 10 scenarios is plotted in Figure 4.9. After 112 resources, the grouping stays constant. This is because there are enough resources to have 10 groups of 11 processors, plus one used for the post-processing tasks. Thus, it is not possible to use more resources.

![Figure 4.9 – Optimal groupings for 10 scenarios.](image)

4.4.2.4 Improving the Schedule

For a given grouping according to the previous heuristic, it may be possible that, for a set of concurrent main-tasks and the associated post-processing tasks, all the available resources are not used. It can happen when all resources are not used for the execution of the main-tasks as it can be the case in Section 4.4.2.3. For \( R = 53 \) resources, and 10 scenarios, the optimal grouping is \( G = 7 \). Hence a total of 7 main-tasks can run concurrently, occupying 49 resources. The corresponding post-processing tasks need only 1 resource, which leaves 3 resources unoccupied during the whole computation.

We present two optimizations of the previous heuristic using the same grouping technique but which manages remaining resources differently, and a third heuristic that uses a Knapsack representation to choose the grouping.

**Optimization 1.** In order to improve the makespan, the unoccupied resources can be distributed among the other groups of resources. Considering the previous example, we can
redistribute the 3 resources left unoccupied among the 7 groups of resources for the main-tasks. The resulting grouping is 3 groups with 8 resources and 4 groups with 7 resources and 1 resource for the post processing tasks.

**Optimization 2.** Given that the post-processing tasks have a small duration and that the main-tasks have a superlinear speedup, another possibility to reduce the makespan is to use the resources reserved for post-processing tasks for main-tasks and to leave all the post-processing at the end. That way, we avoid that the resources used to compute the post-processing become idle while waiting for new tasks to process.

**Optimization 3.** The previous improvement looks efficient, but it is possible that the best grouping is not a regular one. In some cases, for example for 16 resources, it is better to have two groups of respectively 9 and 7 resources, instead of two groups of 8.

The optimal repartition of the $R$ processors in groups on which the main-tasks should be executed can be viewed as an instance of the Knapsack problem with an extra constraint: no more than $NS$ simulations can be executed simultaneously. Given a set of items with a cost and a value it is required to determine the number of each item to include in a collection such that the cost is less than some given cost and the total value is as large as possible. Using a Knapsack representation of a problem has been studied in numerous areas such as scheduling [124] and aerodynamics [149].

In our case, there are 8 possible items corresponding to groups of 4 to 11 processors. The cost of an item is represented by the number of resources of that grouping. The value of a specific grouping $G$ is given by $1/T[G]$, which represents the fraction of a main-task being executed during a time unit for that specific group of processors. The total cost is represented by the total number of resources $R$. The goal of the division of the processors in groups is to compute the biggest fraction of the main-tasks during a time interval.

There are $n_i$ unknowns ($i$ from 4 to 11) representing the number of groups with $i$ resources which will be taken in the final solution. Equation (4.8) has to be maximized under the constraints described in equations (4.9) and (4.10).

$$\sum_{i=4}^{11} n_i \times \frac{1}{T[i]} \quad \text{(4.8)}$$

$$\sum_{i=4}^{11} i \times n_i \leq R \quad \text{(4.9)}$$

$$\sum_{i=4}^{11} n_i \leq NS \quad \text{(4.10)}$$

Solving this linear program with few variables is very fast and takes less than a second. The $n_i$ are integers and can only be between 0 and $NS$ and the number of variables is small. Even with $NS$ really greater than 10 (the number of scenarios that we want to schedule on GRID’5000 for our real experiments), the execution of the program still takes less than a second. Furthermore, the grouping given by the linear program is the optimal one for the main-tasks, except for the last iteration. The linear program only takes into consideration the main-tasks so the post-processing tasks are executed at the end.
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Results of simulations comparing the basic heuristic and its optimizations on different metrics are presented in Section 4.5.1.

4.4.3 Scheduling on Heterogeneous Platforms

The second objective regarding the Ocean-Atmosphere application is to execute it on the Grid. It is thus necessary to propose a scheduling method in order to execute the scenarios on several clusters in parallel and thus take advantage of the Grid’s distributed architecture. For this purpose, we use a repartition algorithm described in Algorithm 3 in order to divide the simulations into several subsets and distribute the subsets on several clusters.

Algorithm 3 input parameters are: $n$, the number of clusters, and “performance” a matrix initialized prior to the execution (or at the very beginning) by each cluster using the performance evaluation given in the previous section (Section 4.4.2). The “performance” matrix is filled by calling the Knapsack scheduling algorithm on each cluster for each possible number of scenarios (thus from 1 to $NS$ for each cluster). The time needed by cluster $C_i$ to execute $x$ scenarios, is thus given in $\text{performance}[i][x]$.

Once input parameters are initialized, the algorithm can be executed. It will add scenarios one by one on the clusters: First, the number of scenarios attributed to each cluster ($nbDags$) is set to 0. Then, each scenario is scheduled on the cluster on which the total makespan increases the less, thus selecting fast clusters first. When all the scenarios are scheduled, the scheduling is returned.

The repartition done by this algorithm takes into account the heterogeneity between clusters. Indeed, the performance evaluation is done independently on each cluster, thus times can be adjusted accordingly using the values of the benchmarks presented in Section 4.4.1. The repartition produced is optimal with the hypothesis that once a scenario is launched on a cluster it can not be moved on another one. We do not take migrations into account because algorithm should do a lot more computations to obtain a good schedule. Its execution time would become really long if computing all the possible data transmissions.
Each cluster must compute the performance estimation \( NS \) times before executing the repartition algorithm. Because a main-task cannot be executed on more than 11 resources, it is possible to compute the number of scenarios that can be assigned on a cluster without increasing the makespan, thus reducing the number of performance estimation that must be made. If there are 40 resources, scheduling 1, 2, or 3 scenarios at the same time will not change anything. 33 resources will be used to execute the main-tasks and the overall makespan according to our modeling will stay the same.

Let \( C_i \) be a cluster currently estimating the performance, \( R_i \) the number of resources on this cluster, \( T_{\text{post}}(1, C_i) \) the time needed to execute one post-processing task on one processor on the cluster and \( T_{\text{main}}(11, C_i) \) the time needed to execute a main-task on 11 processor on the cluster. To compute how many scenarios can be scheduled on the cluster without degrading the makespan, \( nbDags \) must be maximized under the constraints given in equations 4.11 and 4.12:

\[
\underbrace{11 \times nbDags}_{\text{main}} + \left\lceil \frac{T_{\text{post}}(1, C_i) \times nbDags}{T_{\text{main}}(11, C_i)} \right\rceil \leq R_i \tag{4.11}
\]

\[nbDags \leq NS \tag{4.12}\]

With the knowledge of the number of scenarios that are not going to slow down the execution, it is possible to schedule this number directly on a cluster instead of one by one. For the remaining scenarios, we can use the same technique as described earlier in Algorithm 3. Doing so diminishes the number of performance estimations made by the algorithm. \( nbDags \) can also be used on each cluster to know how many simulations can be executed without deteriorating the makespan. This allows to execute the evaluation heuristic just once for \( 1 \rightarrow nbDags \) instead of \( nbDags \) times when computing the performance estimation.

### 4.4.4 Two-Level Scheduling

We perform a two-level scheduling: the first level considers a homogeneous platform such as a cluster where we divide resources into groups to execute the main-tasks. The second level corresponds to a multi-cluster platform where we divide the scenarios into subsets to execute them on different clusters. Thus, the local scheduling chooses a grouping of resources while the global scheduling chooses a repartition of scenarios among clusters. This is very close to the two-level architecture presented in Chapter 3.

The different steps of the execution on several clusters are displayed in Figure 4.10: (1) The client sends a request to the agent to find an appropriate server; (2) The agent looks for servers offering the wanted service; (3) Each server computes an estimation vector containing the time needed to compute from one to \( NS \) simulations using the Knapsack representation given in Section 4.4.2.4; (4) The performance vector is sent back to the agent; (5) The client receives the estimation vectors; (6) It computes the repartition of the scenarios among the clusters; (7) The client sends multiple requests to the servers; (8) Finally, each server computes the scenarios it has been assigned.
4.5 Performance Evaluation of Scheduling Strategies

In Section 4.4 we presented different heuristics to compute the grouping of the processors in order to minimize the makespan of the scenarios on a single homogeneous cluster. To evaluate the different heuristics, we perform simulations comparing them together in Section 4.5.1. Then, in Section 4.5.2, we compare the makespan produced by the repartition algorithm compared to a Round Robin on a multi-cluster platform.

For both performance evaluations, we simulate the grouping heuristics and compute the makespan from the particular grouping. We use the execution times benchmarked on Grid'5000 presented in Section 4.4.1.

4.5.1 Grouping Heuristic vs. Grouping Heuristic

To compare the grouping heuristics, we perform several independent simulations on 5 different clusters using benchmarks of five clusters of Grid'5000: Azur, Chicon, Chti, Grillon, and Sagittaire (see Table 4.1). Thus, in the following figures, results we present are averages.

4.5.1.1 Basic Heuristic vs. Optimizations

We start by comparing the gain on the makespan obtained with the optimized heuristics with respect to the original grouping heuristic. Gains are plotted in Figure 4.11. The Figure shows the average, and standard deviation for the 5 simulations.

The representation as an instance of the Knapsack problem yields to the bests results with low resources, especially until 40 processors. In such a case, it often shows consequent gains compared to the other heuristics. In few cases, there is no gain because all

Figure 4.10 – Communications between the different entities to execute Ocean-Atmosphere.
heuristics produce the same grouping. When the number of resources increases, the gain decreases, but Knapsack is still the best or is a tie with another heuristic. In rare cases, it is possible to have a negative gain because of the post-processing tasks. The basic heuristic executes them at the same time as the main-tasks while the other heuristics postpone all post-processing tasks to the end. Over 112 resources, all heuristics give the same results by creating 10 groups of 11 resources and one resource to execute post-processing tasks. Another characteristic shown by this figure is that Gains 2 and 3 have a high standard deviations compared to Gain 1 for a number of resources inferior to 55. This means that these optimizations are more sensitive to the clusters speed. On average, the Knapsack representation is better than all the others when considering the execution time. Thus it is better to use the Knapsack representation to compute the grouping of processors.

We also compare the impact of the addition of new resources to the cluster on the behavior of the heuristics. Figure 4.12 plots the consequence on the execution time when adding resources. With the basic heuristic, adding resources does not always have the same consequences: when passing from 26 to 27, there is a consequent decrease of the execution time, but from 28 to 29, the execution time does not change. When redistributing the idle resources to execute the main-tasks, each addition of processor decreases the makespan, but not uniformly. Using all resources to main-tasks decreases the makespan in a more regular manner. Finally, the knapsack representation behaves almost as previously, but the curve is even smoother, meaning that each addition of resource is more taken into account by this heuristic. Again, Knapsack is the best heuristic.

Finally, we also studied the execution time of the different heuristics to find a group-
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We compare the execution time of each heuristic for a number of scenarios going from one to 1000 and the number of resources comprised between 11 and 1000. Time measurements were done on a laptop with a 2.2 GHz Core 2 Duo. To solve the linear constraints of the Knapsack representation, we used lp_solve 2 a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) solver. The basic heuristic is always very fast to find a grouping. The slowest time took 0.0042 seconds and the fastest time was 0.0001 seconds. The two heuristics based on redistributing the resources after using the same grouping algorithm as the basic heuristic have no time difference. Solving Knapsack is slower but still fast. The slowest evaluation took 0.0997 seconds and the fastest 0.0004 seconds. So, for each grouping heuristic, the execution time to find a grouping is very small even with a very high number of scenarios. However, the computation of the makespan for a given grouping can take some time (up to a few minutes) but is not dependent on the method used to compute the grouping. Thus, the method defined in Section 4.4.3 to reduce the number of times the makespan estimation is done is useful.

4.5.1.2 Basic Heuristic vs. Knapsack in Details

The Knapsack representation yields to the best results considering the execution time, it makes better use of each resource, and has a very good execution time. To have a more detailed idea of the behavior of this heuristic, Figure 4.13 shows the different gains obtained.
in comparison with the basic heuristic. The figure shows the maximum, average, and minimum gains obtained by the heuristic. Between the maximum and the minimum gains, there are differences. It means that the gains are sensitive to the cluster performance. The diminution of gain occurs because the basic heuristic behaves better. Indeed, it makes the same grouping on each cluster since it divides resources without regarding performance. Thus, in some cases, it will make a grouping close to the one found by the Knapsack representation. We can note that the Knapsack representation produces results varying a lot depending on the cluster, but it almost never behaves worse than the basic heuristic. When it does, it is less than 0.5%, which is negligible. The large differences are in accordance with the high standard deviation presented in Figure 4.11.

![Figure 4.13 – Gains obtained with the Knapsack representation compared to the basic heuristic (Min, Average, and Max).](image)

Now, we compare the heuristics in a distributed environment on several clusters with the repartition done using Algorithm 3, thus we compare the heuristics with the two-level scheduling presented in Section 4.4.4. Figure 4.14 shows the gains obtained by the Knapsack in this context compared to the basic heuristic. Clusters have all the same number of resources. The simulation is done with 10 scenarios. The x-axis represents the number of clusters and the number of resources per cluster. Hence, 2.25 represents the results for two clusters with 25 resources each. This simulation shows that it is possible to attain a 12% gain, but in most cases, the gains are between 0 and 8. 51% of the simulations benefit from this representation. However, no experiment is worsened by it. Using the Knapsack representation, the grouping of processors is different from the grouping with the basic heuristic. Therefore the makespan is different on each cluster, so the repartition of the scenario may be different. We can note that with several clusters, there are phases when there are no
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Gains at all. This happens when both heuristics produce the same grouping on the slowest cluster. For example, the slowest cluster has just one scenario, so both heuristics give the same grouping. While the overall makespan is the same with both techniques, other clusters may have a different grouping. So, even if there is no makespan improvement, the other resources usage is likely to be improved.

![Figure 4.14 – Gains obtained by Knapsack on several clusters compared to the basic heuristic.](image)

4.5.2 Repartition Algorithm vs. Round-Robin

To evaluate the performance of the repartition algorithm, we used the execution time of benchmarks given in Section 4.4.1 made on 5 clusters of Grid’5000. We consider that each cluster has the same number of processors. In this section, we compare the repartition done on the clusters using Algorithm 3 (presented in Section 4.4.3) to a Round Robin where clusters are selected one after the other in a cyclic manner.

Figure 4.15 presents the comparison of the two heuristics with 10 scenarios of 180 months each. The figure shows the gains of the repartition algorithm on the total execution time given in percents. All the values for the resources from 11 to 120 are used for this comparison (after that, the results would not change anymore because there would be too many resources available on each cluster). The heuristic used to obtain the grouping of resources on the clusters is the one using the Knapsack representation.

Gains on execution time increase with the number of resources per cluster. We observe a stepwise increase. Steps are due to the fact that the repartition algorithm stops using some clusters while Round Robin continues to use all clusters. As we can see, there are 4 steps, each step occurring when one cluster stops being used by the repartition algorithm. When reaching 112 resources, the gain stays constant. In the figure, the gain is around 25%. This
corresponds exactly to the difference of execution time between the fastest and the slowest cluster when computing a one month simulation on 11 processors. It is normal because with enough resources, the total execution time of 1 or 10 scenarios is the same.

Figure 4.16 plots the comparison of the two algorithms, with more scenarios. The resources are increased by steps of 25. Even with an increase of the load, the behavior stays almost the same. Indeed, the steps are still present. However the duration of each step is linked to the number of scenarios. The more scenarios, the longer the steps. With a lot of resources, all executions eventually reach a gain of 25%. An interesting point showed in this figure is that with a lot of scenarios and few resources per cluster, there is a gain of around 10% which disappears when more resources are added before reappearing when more resources are available. This happens because with enough scenarios, changing the repartition will have a significant impact on the grouping of the processors and thus on the makespan.

The maximum gain of the repartition algorithm is easily predictable. Gains depend on the difference between the fastest and the slowest cluster. Thus the maximum expected gain corresponds to this difference. If clusters are almost homogeneous, the repartition algorithm acts almost as a Round Robin. However, instead of sending the scenarios on clusters one after another, it loads a cluster and then goes to the next. Reciprocally, if clusters are very heterogeneous, the expected gains are also very high.

Figure 4.17 shows the execution time of the simulations conducted with both algorithms. Up to 29 resources, both heuristics produce the same results, which is in accordance with the 0% gain in Figure 4.15. The steps are also visible. The figure shows clearly that with a few resources the algorithm used has no importance; however, with more resources,
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Figure 4.16 – Gains on the execution times of the repartition heuristic compared to Round Robin with a high number of scenarios.

the repartition algorithm decreases the execution time and the difference grows with the resources per cluster.

Figure 4.17 – Execution time obtained by the repartition heuristic and Round Robin on 10 scenarios.
Figure 4.18 presents the execution time obtained by the two algorithms for a high number of scenarios. To render the graph more readable, the execution time obtained for more than 25 scenarios with less than 50 resources are omitted as their values are out of the scale of the plot. With 10 resources per cluster and 100 scenarios, the gain is more than a week. So with few resources per cluster, using a smart repartition algorithm is important.

![Figure 4.18 – Gains in hours obtained by the repartition heuristic compared to Round Robin with a high number of scenarios.](image)

4.6 Execution on the Grid

This section is divided in three parts. The first part presents the implementation details that were necessary to perform the experiments. Then, we present a problem caused by MPI that arose during the experiments and the solutions we provided. Finally, we compare the real life executions with the simulations in order to determine the accuracy of the simulations.

4.6.1 Implementation

DIET provides a hierarchical scheduling in order to distribute the computations among the Local Agents (see Section 2.3.3 for details on DIET). In order to perform the repartition algorithm, the knowledge of all the SeDs (Servers Daemons executing the Ocean-Atmosphere service) is necessary. Indeed, the Algorithm presented in Section 4.4.3 needs all the performance evaluations before starting. The whole set of servers is known only at the top of the hierarchy by the MA and the client. In order not to slowdown the services
research done by the MA, we decided to implement the repartition algorithm within the client.

While the client is in charge of the global scheduling, the SeD is in charge of the local scheduling. The implementation done in the SeDs is divided in two parts: the performance evaluation and the service execution. The performance evaluation is launched when a request arrives and it executes the estimation provided by the Knapsack representation. Concerning the service execution, the SeD executes the set of scenarios it received, still by grouping the tasks using the Knapsack.

### 4.6.1.1 Checkpointing

In order to execute the application properly, we had to implement a basic fault tolerance mechanism in the SeDs. When a problem occurs during the execution, it must be possible to restart a scenario from the last month that has been properly executed. The application crashes on some occasions which are still unknown and relaunching the scenario, starting from the last month correctly executed, allows a proper execution. This method is a basic checkpointing mechanism.

An additional reason for this feature is that Grid’5000 is not a production grid. Each person can only reserve nodes for some time. In our case, the reservation is limited to 10 hours. Hence, executing an entire experiment of 10 scenarios each with 1800 months is impossible. The place is really limited so we have to relaunch the experiment several times to complete it. We launched an entire experiment on 5 clusters. If we could have all the resources needed and all the time, the execution would last about one month and a half. With the resources number and the reservations on Grid’5000, it took us more than 5 months to execute an entire experiment.

### 4.6.1.2 Multiple Asynchronous Call

The repartition algorithm needs a request corresponding to the whole set of scenarios and creates subsets that are sent to the SeDs for execution. To launch the execution of a service in DIET, the client has to use `diet_async_call()` provided in the API. This function sends the request to the DIET hierarchy and returns immediately. Internally, it starts by sending a request to have the list of all available SeDs and then performs the scheduling algorithm. Finally, it sends the corresponding partition of scenarios to the different SeDs.

`diet_async_call()` as defined in DIET can only send execution requests to one cluster at a time. So, we had to implement the possibility to make submissions to several clusters with just one call from the client. We decided to add this feature inside the implementation of the API. This could have been avoided, but we wanted the repartition to be done at the API level, not by the programmer of the client. Three reasons support this choice. First, if the client programmer does it, he has to access the DIET internal data, but he is not supposed to. Second, if it is in the API, the code can be re-used to implement another global scheduling algorithm for another application. Finally, doing it at the API level avoids the modification of the client code and is thus transparent for the client’s
programmer.

Hence, to distribute DAGs among servers, we added a call to the repartition algorithm into diet_async_call(). Once the scheduling is done, the existing code of the function is executed several times to send each subset of scenarios, one subset for each selected cluster. This new functionality is now embedded in DIET.

Each request is given a unique ID on arrival. So, because the original request is divided into several requests after the ID assignation, each execution requested on a cluster has the same ID. This can disturb some existing tools around DIET. For example, VizDiet is a tool used to monitor the requests, so it is not supposed to have several requests with the same ID. A new API to simplify DIET internals is currently under development, so this problem will be easily corrected once the new API will be made available.

4.6.2 Revised Grouping Heuristic

4.6.2.1 Problem

A bug in OpenMPI (the MPI implementation used in ARPEGE) made us change the grouping algorithm: if 2 scenarios are executed on the same node of the Grid, the application behaves abnormally and both scenarios crash. All nodes on Grid’5000 are at least bi-cores, and there are clusters with bi-processors each with 2 cores so the problem can occur very often.

ARPEGE uses advanced features provided in OpenMPI, which are not always present in all MPI implementations. Thus, compiling with another MPI library is problematic. Furthermore, changing the MPI library changes the results of the application. Indeed, ARPEGE is very dependent of the MPI library for the results. If the messages in MPI are not exchanged in the same order due to some buffering, the results are different. Any small variation in some intermediary result can have a large effect on the final result. With this second problem, replacing the MPI library was made impossible, so we had to adapt to the technical difficulties and propose a new algorithmic solution.

4.6.2.2 Solution Leading to the Revised Grouping Heuristic

To avoid the bug, we added another constraint to the linear problem solved to obtain the grouping. The new constraint forces the number of processors in each group to be divisible by the number of cores of the nodes (2 or 4) thus avoiding to have several scenarios on a single node.

When working on clusters with 4 cores per node, we cannot use more than 8 processors for a single main-task because it needs between 4 and 11 processors. We benchmarked the application on 12 processors on a few clusters and it gave the same execution time as on 11. Thus, to allow the use of bigger groups of resources, we added the execution time on 12 processors, keeping the same value as the one on 11. This avoids a big slowdown of the application when working on a lot of resources.

The grouping changes so the makespan is also impacted. Figure 4.19 plots the average loss of time on 5 different clusters between the 2 extra-constrained Knapsack representation (with and without adding the 12th processor) in regards to the original version. With a few
resources, both versions are bad. But, when the number of resources grows, the version with the 12\textsuperscript{th} processor behaves better. With 121 or more resources, this new version gives the same results as the original one. Instead of 112 resources to obtain the best makespan, the Knapsack version using 12 processors as maximum number of processors needs 121 processors (10 groups of 12 resources for the main-tasks and 1 to execute the post-processing tasks). The constrained version of the algorithm with 11 resources stays approximately 10\% slower than the original version of the Knapsack algorithm after 111 resources. The constrained version can improve the makespan until 101 resources (10 groups of 10 resources and one for post-processing) and the original version improves the execution time until 111 resources, hence the stable difference between the two versions.

![Figure 4.19 – Comparison between 3 versions of the Knapsack representation.](chart)

### 4.6.3 Real-life Experiments vs. Simulation Results

To test the accuracy of our simulations, we compared the simulated times of seven experiments with the real execution times. We did not use any resource to execute post-processing tasks during the main-tasks phase.

Figure 4.20 plots the differences of execution time between simulations and experiments. The positive difference means that the real-life experiment is slower than the simulation, and the negative means that it is faster. Experiments have been conducted on small scenarios in order to avoid the perturbations of the checkpointing phases.

The figure presents the differences for the whole experiment and for the main-tasks only. The difference between the simulations and the real execution time is sometimes large. Gathering of all the data for the post-processing tasks at the end is overloading the NFS and the performance really decreases. The model presented in Section 4.4 did not take...
into account the contention to get the data. To avoid this problem, keeping a single resource to execute the post-processing tasks is sufficient.

When looking only at the differences for the main-tasks, results are better than for the whole experiments. Most of the time, the real computation time is less than 7% slower than the simulated time. In the fourth experience, it is 14% faster. In the seventh experiment, the real execution is also 7.8% faster. The average difference between simulations and the real experiments is 6.3%. This difference is quite good, but as we can see the results are very different from one experiment to another.

These results show that simulations really depend on the cluster load. The benchmarks were made with a specific cluster load, so if this load changes during the execution, the time will be different from the one expected. If other applications are heavily using the cluster network, there can be a non-negligible influence on the execution times of the application.

The slowdown due to the post-processing tasks is also well represented in this figure. In all experiments, the main-tasks time is quite good, but the total time is bad except in the third one. So, the post-processing tasks are really slowing the execution. The third experiment is good because the post-processing tasks where executed by groups of 4. When executed by groups of 4, the NFS used for the experiment is able to have the same performance that with only one post-processing task. The average difference between simulations and real-life experiments is 20.8% on the total execution time. This difference is big and still has to be improved to allow the simulations to be as precise as possible. A model taking contentions in data transmissions would help solving this problem.
4.7 Summary

In this chapter we have discussed the problem of scheduling a specific application on an heterogeneous Grid composed of several clusters. The application is a real life simulator for climate prediction using different models to be as accurate as possible. The application is launched several times in parallel on the Grid in order to have a better idea of the influencing parameters on the results of the climate simulations.

From the model of the application that was designed, we provide different scheduling heuristics to execute simulations in parallel on a single homogeneous cluster. The heuristics create groups of processors that are dedicated to the execution of the main parallel task of the application. We compare these heuristics, and results show that the Knapsack representation of the problem should be used to obtain the best execution time.

On top of this local scheduling, we add another layer that schedules the application globally onto a Grid. Clusters on this Grid can be heterogeneous. The algorithm we propose takes the whole set of simulations and divides it into several subsets that will be executed on different clusters. We compared this algorithm to a Round Robin and showed that it was better to reduce the overall makespan. The maximum gain corresponds to the difference between the fastest and the slowest cluster.

Both these scheduling solutions were implemented within the DIET GridRPC middleware. The local scheduling is done by a service running on each cluster. Using the dynamic information provided by the servers, the client can then compute the repartition on the different clusters. The implementation led to new features added to DIET. However, technical difficulties forced us to adapt the local scheduling policy by adding more constraints, thus impacting the execution time.

Because we adapted the local scheduling policy, we compared the original version of the heuristic and the modified one. If enough resources are used, the results are the same. However, on a small number of resources a loss of a few percents on the execution time is caused. Finally, we compared the simulations with the real life experiments. Results show that simulations taking only the main task of the application into account are quite accurate, but if the small post-processing tasks are taken into account, the simulations diverge from the reality.
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This chapter concludes the Thesis. It summarizes our contributions on the different topics and gives some possible directions for future work.

We studied the problem of scheduling and managing jobs in computational Grids in two different contexts. First, we studied a reallocation mechanism, which moves waiting jobs between clusters. We showed that this is beneficial for users. Furthermore, our solution is easy to deploy because it does not require to modify existing platforms. Secondly, we designed and compared heuristics to schedule a climatology application over a Grid and we presented the implementation in DIET to run the application over GRID’5000.

Main directions of future works are to extend the work presented in the Thesis. On tasks reallocation, implementing the reallocation mechanism in the DIET grid middleware is one objective. Another possible continuation is to study different policies to choose automatically the number of processors for moldable jobs. Concerning the scheduling for Ocean-Atmosphere, it would be interesting to extend the heuristics to a more general class of DAGs as well as studying the scheduling in a non-dedicated environment.
5.1 Summary and Conclusions

Scientific researchers in many fields turn to computer science and High Performance Computing to solve problems or perform simulations. They develop increasingly complex models that always require more computational power. While the increase in processor speed fulfilled their needs for many years, nowadays, the only way to increase the available computing power is to group resources. The Grid is the aggregation of geographically distributed and heterogeneous resources. While it enables scientists to have more processing power at their disposal, accessing a Grid is a very complex matter. To tackle this issue, grid middleware have been developed to hide the complexity of accessing such resources.

The work presented in this Thesis focuses on the scheduling of parallel applications in Grid environments composed of multiple parallel machines or clusters. As presented in the introduction, the problems related to scheduling in Grid environments are numerous. We focused on jobs scheduling and resource management done at the middleware level. The middleware has several issues to assess. Among other it must be able to communicate through the network, take the resource heterogeneity into account, communicate with different pieces of software, recover from runtime errors such as disappearing resources, provide efficient scheduling, etc.

In order to give the necessary background to understand the Thesis, Chapter 2 introduced all necessary concepts. We started by presenting the evolution of the hardware architectures of parallel and distributed systems. New distributed computing platforms rely on the extension of existing architectures. Therefore we presented the different architectures, starting with parallel machines, extending it to clusters, and then Grids, to finish with Cloud and Sky Computing. Scheduling is a very large problem, thus we presented some problems and existing solutions to scheduling in Grids. Scheduling can be done at different levels. It can be meta-scheduling at the global level as well as local scheduling within batch schedulers. Finally, we presented actual Grids, middleware, batch schedulers, and tools used in practice so that the reader understands how the work presented here is used in a real environment.

The first focus of our work, presented in Chapter 3, was to design a generic and dynamic middleware solution to overcome scheduling errors in Grid systems. Each cluster in the considered environment is managed independently by its own batch scheduler and the middleware that runs on top of this architecture. Batch schedulers base their scheduling decisions on the runtime estimates of a job which are often very unreliable. Therefore, when a job finishes earlier than expected, the local scheduler modifies the schedule and the middleware must detect the change and adapt the global schedule. The solution we give is based on the GridRPC standard and can thus be implemented in any existing middleware compliant with the GridRPC API. To facilitate the implementation in DIET, we give directions on how to implement this reallocation mechanism.

In order to react to scheduling changes in the platform, we propose two reallocation mechanisms that can automatically move waiting jobs from one queue to another. Each reallocation algorithm is coupled to different scheduling heuristics. The middleware reallocates jobs between clusters when it detects that it would be beneficial to do so. In order to validate the solution, we performed simulations using real-life workload traces. We studied
5.2 Perspectives

The works we presented in this Thesis can be extended further in several directions. Concerning tasks reallocation in a Grid environment, some work could be done on the
way moldable tasks are handled. In the current version of the management of moldable tasks, each task is considered separately without consideration for any other task. Thus, when the resources are free, the first task to enter gets everything. It may be more efficient to keep some free resources, so that when other tasks are submitted they also have resources as soon as they arrive. Giving half the resources to two tasks at the same time is more efficient than to give all resources to each task one after the other. Indeed, the speedup rate decreases with more resources, so the throughput is better when giving less resources to more tasks.

Another extension about the management of moldable jobs on a cluster could be to reserve resources through a batch scheduler and manage several jobs in a single reservation. Thus, the middleware could take several applications into account to determine the best size for the moldable jobs. The middleware could use a Knapsack representation of the problem to schedule the jobs inside the reservation. Several reservations could be submitted on the same batch scheduler, therefore instead of just choosing on what server to execute the application, it would be necessary to also choose the reservation slot.

It will also be interesting to study what happens when the middleware is able to predict the walltime with different levels of accuracy. On a dedicated platform, if the predictions are perfect, reallocation will never be performed. However, in a non-dedicated environment, even if the predictions of the middleware are perfect, reallocation could still come from errors introduced by other users. The other extreme would be to study what happens when a walltime prediction is impossible. In that case, the middleware would submit the jobs with the longest possible walltime. Therefore, the meta-scheduling decisions taken upon submission would be a basic load balancing. The middleware would then reallocate jobs dynamically as some of them finish their execution.

The previous point only take into account the case when the walltime is longer that the runtime. However, the middleware should also be able to finish a job when the estimation has been wrong and the walltime is reached before the end of the computation. A possible solution is to embed a checkpointing mechanism in the middleware and when the walltime of a job will be reached, trigger this mechanism and reallocate the job. Once reallocated (or resubmitted locally) the job can finish its execution.

From a more practical point of view, the next step is the implementation of the reallocation mechanism within the DIET middleware. As we presented in Section 3.3.3, DIET already provides most of the required features. Both reallocation algorithms will be implemented with MCT. The regular algorithm will be used on non-dedicated platforms. The all-cancellation mechanism will be implemented because DIET can be used in a dedicated environment. Furthermore, we could use this in the SPADES project where we plan to maintain a set of reserved resources on each site which are managed by our own embedded batch schedulers.

Although the scheduling policies and implementation in DIET we provided for the execution of the climatology application reached their objectives, this work could also be extended in several directions.

In this study, we only considered clusters with a dedicated access. However on a real
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platform, the resources are shared between multiple users or organizations. The most common way to share resources is to use a batch scheduler. Thus, a possible continuation of this work is to take into account the resource sharing on a cluster. Using tools such as Simbatch, we can determine for how long and how many resources can be obtained at a given time. Then, with this information, the schedule can be adapted dynamically. In case of a large modification in the schedule, jobs reallocation as defined in the first part of the Thesis could be used to move the application between clusters.

Another extension of this work is the definition of a more generic scheduling heuristic to execute applications having a similar behavior as the one in our work. Indeed, executing several instances of the same DAG where each moldable sub-task of the DAG repeats itself with different input parameters is a pattern that can be found on all kind of applications. The model and heuristics we designed in the work could be extended so that a larger class of DAGs would benefit from the specialized scheduling heuristics.
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Abstract:
The work presented in this Thesis is about scheduling applications in computational Grids. We study how to better manage jobs in a grid middleware in order to improve the performance of the platform. Our solutions are designed to work at the middleware layer, thus allowing to keep the underlying architecture unmodified. First, we propose a reallocation mechanism to dynamically tackle errors that occur during the scheduling. Indeed, it is often necessary to provide a runtime estimation when submitting on a parallel computer so that it can compute a schedule. However, estimations are inherently inaccurate and scheduling decisions are based on incorrect data, and are therefore wrong. The reallocation mechanism we propose tackles this problem by moving waiting jobs between several parallel machines in order to reduce the scheduling errors due to inaccurate runtime estimates.

Our second interest in the Thesis is the study of the scheduling of a climatology application on the Grid. To provide the best possible performances, we modeled the application as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) and then proposed specific scheduling heuristics. To execute the application on the Grid, the middleware uses the knowledge of the application to find the best schedule.

Keywords:
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Résumé :
Les travaux présentés dans cette thèse portent sur l’ordonnancement d’applications au sein d’un environnement de grille de calcul. Nous étudions comment mieux gérer les tâches au sein des intergiciels de grille, ceci dans l’objectif d’améliorer les performances globales de la plateforme. Les solutions que nous proposons se situent dans l’intergiciel, ce qui permet de conserver les architectures sous-jacentes sans les modifier.
Dans un premier temps, nous proposons un mécanisme de réallocation permettant de prendre en compte dynamiquement les erreurs d’ordonnancement commises lors de la soumission de calculs. En effet, lors de la soumission sur une machine parallèle, il est souvent nécessaire de fournir une estimation du temps d’exécution afin que celle-ci puisse effectuer un ordonnancement. Cependant, les estimations ne sont pas précises et les décisions d’ordonnancement sont sans cesse remises en question. Le mécanisme de réallocation proposé permet de prendre en compte ces changements en déplaçant des calculs d’une machine parallèle à une autre.
Le second point auquel nous nous intéressons dans cette thèse est l’ordonnancement d’une application de climatologie sur la grille. Afin de fournir les meilleures performances possibles nous avons modélisé l’application puis proposé des heuristiques spécifiques. Pour exécuter l’application sur une grille de calcul, l’intergiciel utilise ces connaissances sur l’application pour fournir le meilleur ordonnancement possible.

Mots-clés :
Grille de calcul, ordonnancement, reallocation, intergiciel de grille, calcul scientifique